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Abstract
CORRELATION OF ELECTRICAL AND OPTICAL
PROPERTIES OF CdGeAs2
Chunchuan Xu
As a nonlinear optical material, CdGeAs2 can be used in frequency conversion applications
in the infrared. This work is going to explain the details of optical properties by using Hall effect
measurements. The temperature dependent Hall effect measurements were conducted on about 100
CdGeAs2 bulk samples which were grown by the horizontal gradient freeze technique. The Hall
data were fitted to extract the electrical parameters acceptor concentration, donor concentration,
activation energy and mobility ratio. Correlations between Hall data and both absorption and
photoluminescence data were determined. These data consistently support the defect model that
has one shallow donor, one shallow acceptor, and one deep acceptor in this material.
For as-grown p-type samples with hole concentrations of about 1015-1016 cm-3 at room
temperature, the observed 5.5 μm absorption band in those samples increases with increasing
concentration of the shallow acceptor. The carrier transport equation is well fitted to the Hall
measurement carrier concentration. The absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm is correlated with the hole
concentration p of p-type CdGeAs2 samples. The activation energy for dilute carrier concentration
Ea0 was extrapolated. From measured Hall mobility data, the non-polar optical phonon scattering
process and ionized impurity scattering are suggested as the dominant processes in the high
temperature and low temperature ranges, respectively, in the p-type CdGeAs2 samples.
For n-type samples doped with In, Se, and Te, the electron concentrations exceed 1017 cm-3.
Free carrier absorption is observed and the large concentration of electrons causes a change in
electron effective mass due to the non-parabolicity of the conduction band. The non-parabolic
conduction band was accounted for and the non-parabolicity coefficient αnp expression was
obtained for CdGeAs2. The non-parabolic conduction band effects were used to account for shifts
in photoluminescence peak energies.
For p-type samples doped with Fe, Al, Ga, and Cu, the hole concentrations vary from 1015
cm-3 to 1018 cm-3 at room temperature and the both shallow and deep acceptors are present. The
potential fluctuation Γ model is used to predict shifts in energy of the near-band-edge
photoluminescence transition.
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Chapter 1

1.1 Band Structure of CdGeAs2

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Band Structure of CdGeAs2
Cadmium germanium arsenide (CdGeAs2) is a direct band gap semiconductor

belonging to the II-IV-V2 chalcopyrite family (Shay 1975). CdGeAs2 is a ternary analog of
the III-V binary compound GaAs. In CdGeAs2, the group III atom Ga is substituted by an
ordered arrangement of the group II atom Cd and the group IV atom Ge. The crystalline
structures of GaAs and CdGeAs2 are shown in Fig. 1.1. This figure shows (a) two unit cells
for GaAs, and (b) one unit cell for CdGeAs2.
GaAs has a zinc blende structure, which is composed of two interpenetrating fcc
lattices. Each gallium atom is surrounded by four nearest arsenic neighbors with equivalent
Ga

As

Cd

(a)

Ge

As

(b)

Figure 1.1. Representation of (a) two unit cells of GaAs, and (b) one unit cell of the
CdGeAs2 chalcopyrite crystal structure.
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tetragonal bond lengths, and each arsenic atom is surrounded by four nearest gallium
neighbors. Thus, in GaAs, the cubic unit cell has three orthogonal axes of lengths a, b, and c
whose lengths are equivalent (i.e., a = b = c). There is no unique axis or direction as exists in
CdGeAs2. CdGeAs2 has the chalcopyrite crystal structure and each arsenic atom is
surrounded by two Cd atoms and two Ge atoms. Each Cd atom or Ge atom is surrounded by
four arsenic neighbors. Because the mass and electron-structure differences of the two cation
atoms result in a difference in the bonding strength for the Cd-As and Ge-As covalent bonds,
the Cd-As and Ge-As separation distances are not equivalent. This produces a tetragonal
distortion. The unit cell of CdGeAs2 has three orthogonal axes of lengths a, b, and c, where
the a and b directions are equivalent and not equal to c. In practice, both the a and b
directions are referred to as an a direction. The c axis is called the unique axis, and the c/a
ratio is close to 2 but not exactly equal to 2 due to the tetragonal distortion. The quantity 2 –
c/a is a useful measure of the tetragonal distortion. In CdGeAs2, a is 5.94332 Å and c is
11.2163 Å, giving a value for 2 – c/a of 0.113 (Shay 1975).
The tetragonal distortion causes the band structure of CdGeAs2 to differ from that of
the zinc blende compound GaAs. At the center of the Brillouin zone (i.e., k = 0), the heavy
hole and light hole valence bands are degenerate in GaAs. In CdGeAs2, the compression of
the crystal lattice along the c axis lifts the degeneracy of the top two valence bands. Thus,
there are three displaced valence bands (including the spin-orbit split-off band) in CdGeAs2,
referred to as V1, V2, and V3, with the energies of the bands ordered from highest to lowest
(see Fig. 1.2). Electronic transitions between these valence bands are responsible for the
absorption loss observed in most of the bulk p-type CdGeAs2 crystals that are grown for laser
device applications. This absorption occurs in the infrared at about 5 microns.
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of energy levels at k = 0 and polarization selection rules
for interband transitions in CdGeAs2 (based on figure taken from Bai 2004).
The energy between the top two valence bands in CdGeAs2 can be described using a
quasicubic model for the splitting of valence bands in a nearly cubic crystal (Hopfield 1960).
The energies of V1 and V3 relative to V2 are described by
1

1
1
8
E1,2 = − ( Δ so + Δ cf ) ± [( Δ so + Δ cf )2 − Δ so Δ cf ] 2
2
2
3

(1-1)

where Δcf is the crystal-field splitting in the absence of the spin-orbit interaction and Δso is the
spin-orbit splitting in a cubic field. The ratio of the transition intensity from the V1 or V3
band to the lowest conduction band for light polarized parallel ( I // ) or perpendicular ( I ⊥ ) to
the optic axis is given by
I //

I⊥

= ( 2 + 3E1,2 Δ so ) 2

where E1,2 is given by Eq.1-1. The band structure and selection rules for the interband
transitions in CdGeAs2 are shown in Fig. 1.2. The A, B, and C transitions are the energy

3
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differences between the three highest valence bands and the lowest conduction band.
Measured values of A, B, and C were determined using room temperature electroreflectance
(Shileika 1973) giving A = 0.57 eV, B = 0.73 eV, and C = 1.02 eV. The energies of V1 and
V3 relative to V2 were obtained, resulting in E1 = B-A = 0.16 eV and E2 = C-B = 0.29 eV.
The Δcf and Δso values are found by substituting these E1 and E2 values into Eq. 1-1. The
results are Δcf = 0.21 eV and Δso = 0.33eV.
The dispersion of the energy band structure near k = 0 in CdGeAs2 has been
theoretically predicted (Kildal 1974) by including crystal field and spin-orbit interactions.
Figure 1.3 shows the expected band structure of CdGeAs2 near k = 0. The effective masses
for CdGeAs2 will be different along the a and c directions because of the anisotropy of the
band structure. In Fig. 1.3, the transverse direction is propagation in the plane perpendicular
to c and the longitudinal direction refers to propagation along c. V1 has a larger transverse
and smaller longitudinal effective mass than the V2 band.

Figure 1.3. Schematic of dispersion in the conduction band and three highest valence
bands in CdGeAs2 near k = 0 (from Kildal 1974, Bai 2004).
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The anisotropy in dispersion causes a strong polarization dependence of the infrared
absorption in CdGeAs2 (Bai 2003), and also affects the numerical values of the effective
masses for free carriers. Valence band and conduction band effective masses have been
calculated (Kildal 1974). The transverse and longitudinal effective masses for the V1 band are
0.64m0 and 0.035m0, respectively, where m0 is the free electron mass. The transverse
effective mass of the V2 band is 0.079m0. The effective masses for the conduction band are
0.039m0 in the transverse direction and 0.03m0 in the longitudinal direction. The conduction
band can be treated, within a good approximation, as being nearly isotropic near k = 0. An
experimental value of 0.035m0 for the electron effective mass was obtained from infrared
plasma reflection (Zlatkin 1970) and a hole effective mass of 0.3m0 was obtained from
thermoelectric power measurements (Emelyanenko 1971). These values are in good
agreement with the calculated effective mass reports of Kildal. The anisotropy in effective
mass causes electrical transport measurements to be highly anisotropic in CdGeAs2.

1.2

Applications of CdGeAs2
CdGeAs2 has attracted much attention since the early 1970s because of its high

nonlinear optical coefficient, large birefringence, and large thermal conductivity. Table 1.1
(next page) includes the basic properties of CdGeAs2. At present, there are two main
applications for CdGeAs2 crystals which motivate this work. The first is in the field of
nonlinear optics. This application exploits the large intrinsic birefringence of CdGeAs2.
When one or more laser beams pass through a nonlinear optical material, the frequency of the
radiation may be transformed to the 2nd, 3rd, and higher harmonics and to combination (sum
and difference) frequencies using a phase-matching approach based on birefringence.
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Table 1.1. The physical properties of CdGeAs2 (see Bai 2004; using information from Shay
1975, *Akimchenko 1973, Kildal 1974).
Crystal Structure

Tetragonal Chalcopyrite Structure

Lattice Constant

a = 5.9432 Å, c = 11.2163 Å

Molecular Weight

5.5989 x 10-25 kg

Density

5.61 g/cm3

Nonlinear Optical Coefficient

D14 = 236 pm/V

Index of Refraction

n = 3.58 (at λ = 10.6 μm )

Birefringence

ne – no ≈ 0.1 (3 μm < λ < 10.6 μm)

Transparency Range

2.4 μm ~ 17 μm

Thermal Conductivity

6.7 W/m K

Melting Temperature

670 oC

Band Gap, Eg

0.67 eV at 0 K*, 0.57 eV at 300 K

Knoop hardness

471 kg/mm2

Transverse electron effective mass

0.039m0

Transverse hole effective mass

0.67m0

Longitudinal electron effective mass

0.03m0

Longitudinal hole effective mass

0.034m0

The large nonlinear optical coefficient of CdGeAs2 (d14 = 236 pm/V, the largest among
phasematchable materials makes this material very promising for use in high power laser
systems. CdGeAs2 has sufficient birefringence and high thermal conductivity along with the
large nonlinear optical coefficient. All these properties make CdGeAs2 crystals suitable for
frequency conversion applications in the infrared (Shunemann 2000). The birefringence of a
material is defined as Δn = ne − no. The material has positive birefringence when Δn > 0 and
negative birefringence when Δn < 0. CdGeAs2 is a positive uniaxial crystal since ne > no.
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The second important application area for CdGeAs2 is in the emerging field of
spintronics. Samples doped with manganese have exhibited ferromagnetic behavior at room
temperature (Cho 2004, Demin 2004). One of the important aspects of room-temperature
ferromagnetism in semiconductors is to be able to manipulate spin, as well as electronic
charge. The ability to controllably dope CdGeAs2 with donors and acceptors and obtain either
n-type or p-type conductivity will prove to be important in the future.

1.3

Absorption at Room Temperature
A major limit to the development of CdGeAs2-based tunable laser devices is a

commonly observed broad absorption band peaking near 5.5 μm (0.225 eV) at room
temperature. Representative spectra taken from two as-grown samples included in the present
study are shown in Fig. 1.4. This absorption is observed in p-type CdGeAs2 crystals and the
intensity of the band varies from sample to sample. The band was assigned to an intervalence

-1

Absorption Coefficient (cm )

35
30
T = 300 K

25
20
15
10
5
5

10
Wavelength (μm)

15

Figure 1.4. Room temperature absorption spectra for two as-grown
CdGeAs2 samples (from Bai 2004).
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band transition from V2 to V1 (Mamedov 1972). The absorption is larger in p-type crystals
due to the empty states in V1 which arise from thermalization of electrons to shallow acceptor
states. The absorption band is quenched with sample cooling. A possible candidate for the
dominant shallow acceptor is the Ge-on-As antisite point defect (Halliburton 1994). It is
believed that doping with donors may reduce the absorption band, and thus Hall
measurements on doped samples will prove to be useful.

1.4

Electrical Properties of CdGeAs2
Most as-grown bulk crystals of CdGeAs2 are p-type at room temperature. This

implies that there are more acceptors than donors in these samples. Representative Hall data
are shown in Figs. 1.5 and 1.6 (next page) for two samples. The goal of this dissertation work
is to use the Hall-effect measurements of the electrical properties of as-grown and doped
CdGeAs2 samples to help understand the absorption and photoluminescence properties of
these same crystals.
The intrinsic carrier concentration in CdGeAs2 at room temperature is about 1 x 1013
cm-3 using a band gap value of 0.57 eV, an electron effective mass of 0.036m0 and a hole
effective mass of 0.25m0 (Shay 1975). The two effective masses are based on the expression
for the density-of-states effective mass md = (mLmT2)1/3, where mL is the longitudinal effective
mass and mT is the transverse effective mass (see Table 1.1). A “pure” CdGeAs2 sample
without defects will have n-type conductivity due to a large intrinsic electron-to-hole mobility
ratio in this material. Thus, even when there are equal numbers of electrons and holes in the
material, the transport properties will be dominated by the electrons. Electrical properties of
CdGeAs2 reported by several groups on both p- and n-type samples are summarized below.
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Figure 1.5. Carrier concentration (circles, black curve) and mobility (triangles, blue curve) vs.
temperature for high p-type CdGeAs2.
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Figure 1.6. Carrier concentration (circles, black curve) and mobility (triangles, blue curve) vs.
temperature for low p-type CdGeAs2.
In early work on bulk crystals, Hall measurements were made on a large number of
CdGeAs2 samples. The electron mobility varied from 1000 to 4000 cm2/V·s in n-type
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samples with electron concentrations of about 1018 cm-3 at room temperature, and the
measured hole mobility varied from 100 to 400 cm2/V·s in p-type samples with hole
concentrations of about 1016 cm-3 at room temperature (Iseler 1978). These results were
consistent with a large electron-to-hole mobility ratio (average mobility ratio is about 10).
One sample converted from p-type to n-type at about 345 K. At low temperature, only holes
contribute to the conduction, while at higher temperatures, the intrinsic carrier concentration
is dominant. These early measurements illustrated the mixed conduction due to both holes
and electrons that can occur in CdGeAs2. A three-defect model was assumed in fitting the
temperature dependence of the Hall coefficient that included one shallow donor, one deep
acceptor, and one shallow acceptor (Iseler 1978).
More recently, a small set of p-type CdGeAs2 samples grown at BAE Systems was
studied using temperature-dependent Hall effect and resistivity measurements (Ptak 2000).
These authors measured samples that were cut with either the a-axis or c-axis perpendicular to
the plane of the sample. The a-axis sample set allowed a study of the anisotropy in electrical
measurements. The analysis concluded that compensation could be observed in both the
undoped and samples doped with Cr, Ag, Se, and Te. The earlier model by Iseler of three
defects (two acceptors, one donor) was invoked to explain the electrical behavior in these ptype samples without any need to invoke defect levels introduced by the intentional dopants.
N-type conductivity can be obtained by doping CdGeAs2 with In, Se, or Te
(Borshchevskii 1968). Electron mobilities at 300 K in these early n-type samples varied from
900 to 2000 cm2/V·s for electron concentrations ranging from 1 x 1018 to 3.5 x 1018 cm-3. The
same group also reported p-type doping using Cu and Ga as the impurities. The 300-K hole
mobilities in these p-type samples varied from 20 to 80 cm2/V·s with hole concentrations
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ranging from 2 x 1018 to 9 x 1018 cm-3. These experimental results again support a large
electron-to-hole mobility ratio in CdGeAs2. A more recent report of n- and p-type dopants in
CdGeAs2 gave activation energies for some of the impurities (Bairamov 1998). Indium and
Te are donors with activation energies of about 10 meV. Electron mobilities in the range
from 400 to 2300 cm2/V·s were reported for samples with electron concentrations varying
from 1017 to 1018 cm-3. Gallium and Cu are acceptors with activation energies of 60 meV and
120 to 130 meV, respectively. Hole mobilities from 45 to 150 cm2/V·s were reported for hole
concentrations ranging from 1017 to 1018 cm-3.
In this dissertation, the electrical properties of p- and n-type bulk CdGeAs2 samples
were measured and analyzed. Hole concentrations at room temperature for p-type samples
vary from 1 x 1015cm3 to 2 x 1017 cm-3. Hole mobilities vary from 100 to 180 cm2/V·s. Ntype samples obtained using In, Se, or Te impurities are also described. A representative data
set for n-type CdGeAs2 is shown in Fig. 1.6. Electron concentrations at room temperature
vary from high-1016 to mid-1018 cm-3. Electron mobilities vary from 500 to 3700 cm2/V·s.
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Figure 1.6. Carrier concentration and mobility vs. temperature in n-type CdGeAs2.
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CHAPTER 2
HALL EFFECT

2.1 Hall Effect Background
This section provides a discussion of the Hall effect measurement technique and the
analysis approach used to obtain carrier concentrations and mobilities.

2.1.1

The Hall Effect and the Lorentz Force
A useful description of the Hall effect measurement can be found on the National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) web site. Here, a review is given. The basic
physical principle underlying the Hall effect is the Lorentz force. When an electron moves
along a direction perpendicular to an applied magnetic field, it experiences a force acting
normal to both directions and moves in response to this force. The electron also

Figure 2.1. A Hall bar with thickness d in a magnetic field B. A current I flows in the x
direction. The Hall voltage VH is produced in the y direction (from NIST website
www.eeel.nist.gov/812/hall.html).
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experiences the force due to the internal electric field. For an n-type, bar-shaped
semiconductor (see Fig. 2.1), the carriers are predominately electrons of bulk density n.
We assume that a constant current I flows along the x-axis from left to right in the
presence of a z-directed magnetic field. Electrons subjected to the Lorentz force initially drift
away from the current line toward the negative y-axis, resulting in an excess surface electrical
charge on the side of the sample. This charge results in the Hall voltage, a potential drop
across the two sides of the sample. (Note that the force on holes is towards the same side
because of their opposite velocity and positive charge.) This transverse voltage is the Hall
voltage VH and its magnitude is equal to IB/qnd, where I is the current, B is the magnetic
field, d is the sample thickness, and q is the elementary charge (1.602 x 10−19 C). In some
cases, it is convenient to use layer or sheet density (ns = nd) instead of a bulk density. One
then obtains the equation:

ns =

IB
q VH

(2-1)

Thus, by measuring the Hall voltage VH and from the known values of I, B, and q, one can
determine the sheet density ns of charge carriers in semiconductors. The Hall voltage is
negative for n-type semiconductors and positive for p-type semiconductors, if the Hall
measurement setting is the same as shown in Fig.2.1. The sheet resistance RS of the
semiconductor can be determined by use of the van der Pauw resistivity measurement
technique. Since sheet resistance involves both sheet density and mobility, one can determine
the Hall mobility μH from the following equation. If the conducting layer thickness d is
known, one can determine the bulk resistivity (ρ =RS d) and the bulk carrier density (n = nS/d).
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μH =

2.1.2

VH
Rs IB

=

1
qn s Rs

(2-2)

The Van der Pauw Equation and Technique
The sheet resistance RS can be obtained from the two measured characteristic

resistances RA and RB by numerically solving the van der Pauw equation given below by
B

iteration (van der Pauw 1958).
exp(-π RA/RS) + exp(-π RB/RS) = 1
B

(2-3)

In order to determine both the mobility µH and the sheet density ns, a combination of a
resistivity measurement and a Hall measurement is needed. To determine the resistivity of
uniform samples, we use ρ = RS d, where d is the thickness of the sample. As originally
devised by van der Pauw, one uses an arbitrarily shaped (but simply connected, i.e., no holes
or nonconducting islands or inclusions), thin-plate sample containing four very small ohmic
contacts placed on the periphery (preferably in the corners) of the plate. However, the sample
geometrical shape and contact size can affect measurement results. A schematic of a
rectangular van der Pauw configuration to obtain the sheet resistance by Eq. 2-3 is shown in
Fig 2.2.

2.1.2.1 Sample Geometry
The preferred sample geometry is to fabricate thin plates of the semiconductor
material and to adopt a suitable geometry, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The average diameters δ
of the contacts, and sample thickness (d) must be much smaller than the distance between the
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Figure 2.2. The sample resistances RA and RB are measured for calculating the sheet
resistance RS (picture from NIST website).
B

Figure 2.3. The geometrical shapes (a) and (b) of the Hall Bars with contacts on the
edge or corner are preferred for Hall effect measurements. The arrangement in (c) will
lead to more measurement error (picture from NIST web site).
contacts (L). Relative errors caused by non-zero values of δ are of the order of δ/L. Four
leads are connected to the four ohmic contacts on the sample. These are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4
counterclockwise as shown in Fig. 2.3a. It is important to use the same type of wire for all
four leads in order to minimize thermoelectric effects, and all four ohmic contacts should be
of the same material. If δ/L < 1/6, the decrease in measured resistivity will be less than 2%.
However, for the Hall voltage, the error introduced can be increased to 15% (Look 1989).
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2.1.2.2 Resistivity Measurements and Calculation Approaches
We define the following parameters (see Fig. 2.2): ρ = sample resistivity (commonly
in units of Ω-cm); d = thickness of conducting layer (cm); and I12 = positive dc current I
injected into contact 1 and taken out of contact 2. A similar meaning applies for I23, I34, I41, I21,
I14, I43, and I32 (in amperes, A). Also, V12 = dc voltage measured between contacts 1 and 2 (V1 V2) without an applied magnetic field (B = 0). A similar meaning holds for V23, V34, V41, V21,
V14, V43, and V32 (in volts, V). The data must be checked for internal consistency, for ohmic
contact quality, and for sample uniformity. The approach used in this work is described
below.
•

Set up a dc current I such that when applied to the sample the power dissipation does
not exceed 5 mW (preferably 1 mW). This limit can be specified before the automatic
measurement sequence is started by measuring the resistance R between any two
opposing leads (1 to 3 or 2 to 4) and setting I < (200R)−0.5.

•

Apply the current I21 and measure the voltage V34.

•

Reverse the polarity of the current (I12) and measure V43.

•

Repeat for the remaining six voltage values (V41, V14, V12, V21, V23, V32).

These eight measurements of voltage yield eight values of resistance, all of which must be
positive.
R12,43 = V43/I12 , R21,34 = V34/I21

R23,14 = V14/I23, R32,41 = V41/I32,

R34,21 = V21/I34, R43,12 = V12/I43,

R41,32 = V32/I41, R14,23 = V23/I14,

Because the second half of this sequence of measurements is redundant, it permits consistency
checks on measurement repeatability, ohmic contact quality, and sample uniformity.
Measurement consistency following current reversal requires that R21,34 = R12,43, R43,12 = R34,21,
R32,41 = R23,14, and R14,23 = R41,32. The reciprocity theorem requires that R21,34 + R12,43 = R43,12 +
R34,21, and R32,41 + R23,14 = R14,23 + R41,32. The sheet resistance RS can be determined from the two
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characteristic resistances called RA and RB: RA = (R21,34 + R12,43 + R43,12 + R34,21)/4, and RB =
B

(R32,41 + R23,14 + R14,23 + R41,32)/4 via the van der Pauw equation (Eq. 2-3). The van der Pauw
equation can be solved numerically by computer using an iteration algorithm. If the
conducting layer thickness d is known, the bulk resistivity ρ = RS d can be calculated from RS.

2.1.2.3 Hall Measurement
A Hall measurement is carried out in the presence of a magnetic field B and yields the
sheet carrier density ns and the bulk carrier density n or p (for n-type or p-type material), if the
conducting layer thickness of the sample is known. The Hall voltage for thick, heavily doped
samples can be very small (of the order of micro-volts) (van der Pauw 1958) which can lead
to errors, so good quality digital voltmeters are typically used. A more severe problem comes
from the large offset voltage which can be caused by asymmetric contact placement, sample
shape, and sometimes nonuniform temperature. The most common way to control this
problem is to acquire two sets of Hall measurements, one for a positive magnetic field and

Figure 2.4. Diagram of a Hall voltage measurement. B is the applied magnetic field directed
up. I13 is the applied constant current between contacts “1” and “3”. The Hall voltage VH is
measured between “2” and “4” (picture from NIST web site).
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one for a negative magnetic field direction. The relevant definitions are shown in Fig. 2.4 and
are described below.
•

I13 = dc current injected into lead 1 and taken out of lead 3. Likewise for I31, I42, I24.

•

B = constant and uniform magnetic field intensity (to within 3 %) applied parallel to the zaxis within a few degrees Fig.(2.4). B is positive when pointing in the positive z direction,
and negative when pointing in the negative z direction.

•

V24P = Hall voltage measured between leads 2 and 4 with magnetic field positive for I13.
Likewise for V42P, V13P, and V31P.

•

Similar definitions for V24N, V42N, V13N, V31N apply when the magnetic field B is reversed.

The procedure for the Hall measurement is to (1) apply a positive magnetic field B; (2) apply
a current I13 to leads 1 and 3 and measure V24P; (3) apply a current I31 to leads 3 and 1 and
measure V42P, likewise, measure V13P and V31P with I42 and I24, respectively, (4) reverse the
magnetic field (negative B), likewise, measure V24N, V42N, V13N, and V31N with I13, I31, I42, and I24,
respectively.
The above eight measurements of Hall voltages V24P, V42P, V13P, V31P, V24N, V42N, V13N, and
V31N determine the sample type (n or p) and the sheet carrier density ns. The Hall mobility can
be determined from the sheet density ns and the sheet resistance RS obtained in the resistivity
measurement (see Eq. 2-2). This sequence of measurements is redundant in that for a uniform
sample, the average Hall voltage from each of the two diagonal sets of contacts should be the
same.

2.1.2.4 Hall Calculations
Steps for the calculation of Hall carrier density and Hall mobility are given next. One
needs to calculate the following:
VC = V24P - V24N, VD = V42P - V42N,

VE = V13P - V13N, and VF = V31P - V31N.
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The sample type is determined from the polarity of the voltage sum VC + VD + VE + VF. If this
sum is positive (negative), the sample is p-type (n-type). Next, the sheet carrier density (in
units of cm−2) is calculated from:

or

ps = 8 x 10-8 IB/[q(VC + VD + VE + VF)]

(if the voltage sum is positive)

ns = |8 x 10-8 IB/[q(VC + VD + VE + VF)]|

(if the voltage sum is negative)

where B is the magnetic field in gauss (G) and I is the dc current in amperes (A).
The bulk carrier density (in units of cm−3) can be determined as follows if the
conducting layer thickness d of the sample is known:
n = ns/d

or

p = ps/d

The Hall mobility µH = 1/qnsRS (in units of cm2V-1s-1) is calculated from the sheet carrier
density ns (or ps) and the sheet resistance RS using Eq. 2-2.

2.2

Two-Carrier Transport and Type Conversion

2.2.1

Two-Carrier Transport
A semiconducting sample can contain both negative and positive charge carriers, i.e.,

electrons and holes. In this case, a Hall measurement involves not only the concentrations of
electrons and holes, n and p respectively, but also the electron and hole drift mobilities, μe and
μh. Next, the relationship between the drift velocity and the electric field E is discussed
following the approach by Kasap (Kasap 2001).
Define μe as the drift mobility and ve as the drift velocity of the electrons. These two
parameters are related through ve = μe E. This has been derived by considering the net
electrostatic force, eE, acting on a single electron and the resulting acceleration of the electron
a = eE/me. The drift is therefore due to the force Fnet =eE, experienced by a conduction
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electron. If we were to keep eE as the net force Fnet acting on a single electron, then we
would have found

ve =

μe
e

Fnet

(2-4)

Equation 2-4 emphasizes the fact that drift is due to a net force Fnet acting on an electron. A
similar expression would also apply to the drift of a hole in a semiconductor.
When both free electrons and free holes are present, both charge carriers experience
the Lorentz force in the same direction since they would be drifting in the opposite direction
as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Thus, both holes and electrons tend to pile near the bottom surface.
The magnitude of the Lorentz force, however, will be different since the drift mobilities and
hence drift velocities will be different. Once equilibrium is reached, there should be no
current flowing in the y-direction as we have an open circuit. Suppose that more holes have
accumulated near the bottom surface so that there is a built-in electric field Ey along the ydirection as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5. Hall effect for ambipolar conduction in a semiconductor where there are both
electrons and holes. The magnetic field Bz is out from the plane of the paper. Both electrons
and holes are deflected toward the bottom surface of the conductor and consequently the Hall
voltage depends on the relative mobilities and concentrations of electrons and holes (from
Kasap 2001).
B
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Further, suppose that vey and vhy are the usual electron and hole drift velocities in the –y and
+y direction, respectively (as if the electric field Ey existed alone in the +y direction). In the
y-direction, there is no net current, therefore
Jy= Jh+ Je= epvey+ epvhy = 0 .

(2-5)

Either the electron or the hole drift velocity must be reversed with respect to its usual
direction to obtain a zero net current along y. In Fig. 2.2, this means holes are drifting in the
opposite direction to Ey. From Eq. 2-5, we obtain
pvhy =nvey

(2-6)

Note that the net force acting on the charge carriers cannot be zero. Along the y direction,
both the electron and the hole must experience a driving force. The net force experienced by
the carriers, as shown in Fig. 2.5, is
Fhy = eEy – evhxBz and

-Fey = eEy + evexBz

B

(2-7)

where vhx and vex are the hole and electron drift velocities along x. We know that, in general,
the drift velocity is determined by the net force acting on a carrier, that is, from Eq. 2-1,
Fhy = evhy/μh

and

-Fey = evey/μe

So that Eq. 2-7 becomes,
evhy

μh

evey

= eE y − ev hx B z

μe

= eE y + evex B z

where vhy and vey are hole and electron drift velocities along y. Substituting vhy = μhEx and vex
= μeEx , these become
vhy

μh

= Ey − μh Ex Bz

vey

μe

= Ey + μe Ex Bz

(2-8)

From Eq. 2-8, we can substitute for vhy and vey in Eq. 2-6 to obtain
pμ h E y − pμ h2 E x B z = − nμ e E y − nμ e2 E x B z
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(

)

E y ( pμ h + nμe ) = Bz E x pμ h2 − nμe2 .

(2-9b)

We now consider what happens along the x-direction. The total current density is
finite and is given by
J x = epvhx + envex = ( pμ h + nμ e )eE x

(2-10)

We can use Eq. 2-10 to substitute for Ex in Eq. 2-9, to obtain

(

eE y ( pμ h + nμ e ) = B z J x pμ h2 − nμ e2

)

The Hall coefficient, by definition, is Rh=Ey/JxBz so that
B

RH =

pμ h2 − nμ e2
p − nb 2
=
e( p + nb )
e pμ h + n μ e

(

)

(2-11)

where the mobility ratio is b = μe/μh. Further, the Hall carrier concentration CCH and Hall
mobility μH are
CC H =

μH

( p + nb )
1
=
eR H
p − nb 2

e( p + nb )
=
=
ρ
ρ p − nb 2
RH

2

(2-12)

2

(

)

(2-13)

In Eq. 2-13, ρ =1/σ is the sample resistivity. The Hall coefficient depends on both the drift
mobility ratio b and the concentrations of electrons and holes. For p>nb2, RH will be positive.
For p<nb2, RH will be negative. When only one type of carrier is involved, e.g., electrons
only, the Jy = 0 requirement means that Jy = envey = 0. The drift velocity along y can be zero,
if the net driving force along y, Fey, is zero. This occurs when the Lorentz force just balances
the force due to the built-in field. Usually we can only measure the Hall Coefficient RH, the
Hall carrier concentration CCH, and Hall mobility μH. Further analysis is required in order to
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determine the carrier concentration and mobility when the conductivity includes two-carrier
effects. An approach is described in the next section.

2.2.2 Type conversion
Given the mobility ratio b = μe/μh and the mass action law, np = ni2 , we can determine
how the Hall coefficient RH changes with electron concentration n or hole concentration p.
Let us substitute the mass action law n = ni2 / p into Eq. 2-11 and use a normalized hole
concentration x=n/ni. Then, the equation for the RH becomes
ni2 2
b
p

1
x − b2
p − nb
p − nb
x
RH =
=
=
=
2
2
e( p + nb )
⎛
n ⎞ e( p + nb )
1 ⎞
⎛
e⎜⎜ p + i b ⎟⎟
eni ⎜ x + b ⎟
p ⎠
x ⎠
⎝
⎝
2

or

p−

2

1
x − b2
x
y = eni R H =
2
1 ⎞
⎛
⎜ x + b⎟
x ⎠
⎝

(2-14)

RH vs. p obviously follows y vs.x. Examples for two values of b are shown in Fig. 2.6. In the
plot on the left, the value for b is 1 (which corresponds to the electron and hole having the
same effective mass). The plot on the right corresponds to b=12 (as suggested for
CdGeAs2.samples by Bairamov 1998). The red portions of the curves correspond to a
negative measured RH (electrons dominate the sample conductivity). The blue portions of the
curves correspond to a positive measured RH (holes dominate the sample conductivity). The
treatment of two-carrier transport will be used in the analysis of data in Chapters 5 and 7.
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Figure 2.6. Normalized RH vs. normalized hole concentration p.

2.3

Carrier Concentrations in Semiconductors
A general treatment of carrier dynamics in semiconductors is given in several solid-

state physics texts (McKelvey 1993, Ashcroft 1976). Free electrons and holes are assumed to
follow the Fermi-Dirac distribution.

f e (ε ) =

1
1+ e

( ε −ε f ) / kT

and

f p (ε ) = 1 − f e (ε ) =

1
1+ e

(2-15)

− ( ε −ε f ) / kT

where εf is Fermi energy and ε is the energy of the charged particles. The thermal energy is
kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant (k = 0.8614 x 10−4 eV/K) and T is temperature in units of
degrees Kelvin. In an intrinsic semiconductor, or impurity (doped) semiconductor with
moderate impurity density, the Fermi distribution function in the both conduction band and
valence band is always very small. This allows us to use the Boltzmann approximation, and
write the distribution function as follows.

f e (ε ) =

1
1+ e

( ε −ε f ) / kT

≅e

( ε f −ε ) / kT

f p (ε ) =

and

1
1+ e

− ( ε −ε f ) / kT

≅e

(ε −ε f ) / kT

(2-16)

The density of states expressions g for electrons at the bottom of the conduction band and for
holes at the top of the uppermost valence band are
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g e (ε )dε =

8 2π *3 / 2
me
ε − εc
h3

and

g h (ε )dε =

8 2π *3 / 2
mh
εv − ε
h3

(2-17)

where me* is the electron effective mass and m h* is the hole effective mass.
The above simplification allows us to write the equilibrium densities of electrons n0 in
the conduction band and holes p0 in the valence band as
∞

n=

∫

εc

∞

p=

∫

εc

∞

8 2π *3 / 2 ε f / kT
f (ε ) g e (ε )dε =
me e
ε − ε c e −ε / kT dε
3
∫
h
εc
∞

8 2π *3 / 2 ε f / kT
f (ε ) g h (ε )dε =
mh e
ε − ε c e −ε / kT dε
3
∫
h
εc

(2-18)

After performing the integral,
n = N (T ) exp( −(ε c − ε f ) / k BT ) and

⎛ 2πme* k B T ⎞
⎟⎟
where N (T ) = 2⎜⎜
h2
⎝
⎠

3/ 2

and

p = P (T ) exp( −(ε f − ε v ) / k BT )

⎛ 2πmh* k B T ⎞
⎟⎟
P(T ) = 2⎜⎜
h2
⎝
⎠

(2-19)

3/ 2

.

These expressions are often difficult to apply, since the Fermi energy εf is usually unknown.
However, that parameter can be eliminated from the mathematical treatment if n is multiplied
by p The resulting expression, the mass-action law, yields the square of the intrinsic carrier
concentration (ni) and is independent of the Fermi energy. The dependence on the
temperature and the band gap Eg = εc – εv remain.

ni2 = n ⋅ p = N (T ) P (T )e

− E g / kT

(2-20)

Using mh* = 0.67m0, and me* = 0.039m0 for CdGeAs2 in Eq. 2-20, then one obtains the
following (in units of cm−3).

⎛ T ⎞
ni (T ) = 0.25 × 10 ⎜
⎟
⎝ 300 ⎠
19
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⎛ me* ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎜m ⎟
⎝ 0⎠
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⎛ mh* ⎞
⎟
⎜
⎜m ⎟
⎝ 0⎠

3/ 4

exp(− E g / 2k B T )

(2-21)
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There are two explicit temperature dependences in Eq. 2-21. A third temperature
dependence involves the band gap energy Eg. In general, a semiconductor band gap Eg an be
related to temperature using an empirical expression of the form (Varshni 1967):
Eg= E0- aT 2/(T+b)

(2-22)

where a and b are constants, and E0 is the low-temperature band gap. For CdGeAs2, the band
gap Eg is about 0.67 eV at T = 0 K. The constants are chosen to be a = 5x10-4 eV/K and b =
150 K, which yields a room-temperature bandgap of 0.57 eV. The band gap variation with
temperature is plotted in Fig. 2.7. Above 100 K, the variation is approximately linear. The
variation in Eg using Eq. 2-22 was included in the analysis of Hall data described in this work.
Using the temperature variation of Eg, the intrinsic carrier concentration given by Eq.
2-21 can be determined. The result is shown in Fig. 2.8 as the solid line. For comparison
purposes, if a constant value for Eg were assumed, the two other curves in Fig. 2.8 are
obtained. This gives an indication of the error involved when assuming a constant Eg.
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Figure 2.7. Variation in the CdGeAs2 band gap energy with temperature.
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Figure 2.8. Intrinsic carrier concentration vs temperature. The solid curve corresponds to the
temperature-dependent band gap expression. The red dashed curve used a constant value of
Eg = 0.57 eV. The green dashed curve used a constant value of Eg = 0.67 eV.

For an extrinsic semiconductor having one donor and one acceptor, the charge-balance
equation is written as
p − n = N a − N d + nd − p a

(2-23)

where Na is the total number of acceptors per unit volume, Nd is the total number of donors
per unit volume, and pa and nd are the number of neutral acceptors and donors, respectively.
Let the concentration of ionized acceptors be N a− = N a − p a and concentration of ionized
donors be N d+ = N d − n d . For most p-type semiconductors, nd is very small when compared
to na, so we can assume complete ionization of the donors. In this case, N d+ = N d , and
p = n + N a− − N d

The density of ionized acceptors follows the Fermi-Dirac distribution
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N a− =

Na
1 + g a exp(( E a − ε f ) / k B T )

(2-25)

where ga is the ground state degeneracy of the acceptor, Ea is the acceptor activation energy,
and εf is the Fermi energy. Substituting Eq. 2-25 into Eq. 2-24, one gets
p−n =

Na
− Nd
1 + g a exp(( E a − ε f ) / k B T )

(2-26)

From Eq. 2-19 and letting the energy εv = 0, we get
exp(−ε f / k B T ) =

p
p
exp(−ε v / k B T ) =
P (T )
P(T )

(2-27)

Assume in the p-type semiconductor p>>n, then Eq. 2-26 can be written as
Na

p≅
1+ ga

p
exp( Ea / k BT )
P (T )

− Nd

(2-28)

This is a quadratic equation in p. The solution for the hole concentration p is
p=−

P (T )
N
exp( − Ea / k BT ) − d ±
2 ga
2

P (T ) 2
N P (T )
P (T )
N2
exp( − Ea / k BT ) + ( N a − N d )
exp( − Ea / k BT ) + d
exp( −2 Ea / k BT ) + d
2
ga
4
4g a
2 ga

It is reasonable to assume Nd > 0 and that all donors are ionized. The compensation ratio can
be defined as r where r = Nd/Na. Let A =

P(T )
exp(− E a / k B T ),
2g a

and

B=

Nd r Na
=
, then
2
2

the expression for the hole concentration in a p-type sample can be written as
p=−

P(T)
rN
P(T)2
rNa P(T)
P(T)
r2Na2
−
E
k
T
+
−
E
k
T
+
N
−
r
−
E
k
T
+
exp(−Ea / kBT) − a ±
exp(
2
/
)
exp(
/
)
(
1
)
exp(
/
)
a
B
a
a
B
a
B
ga
2ga
2
4g2a
2 ga
4

In terms of the parameters A and B, the expression can be written more simply as
p = −( A + B ) + ( A + B ) 2 + 4 AB

When B >> A, then a simplified expression can be used.
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p ≈ 2A =

P (T )
exp( − E a / k B T )
ga

(2-30)

For CdGeAs2, we use mh* = 0.67m0, me* = 0.039m0, and ga = 2, and obtain
P(T )
⎛ T ⎞
≅ 1.32 × 1015 ⎜
⎟
ga
⎝ 300 ⎠

3

2

(in cm-3)

(2-31)

As illustration of Eq. 2-30, and using Nd = rNa = 0.5x1016 cm-3, the temperature dependent
hole concentration is plotted in Fig. 2.9 for three different values of the activation energy Ea.

Figure 2.9. Hole concentration vs. temperature for acceptor activation energies of Ea =
0.085 eV (black curve), 0.12 eV (red curve), and 0.30 eV (blue curve).

The differences among the three curves in Fig. 2.9 are due to the activation energy of the
acceptor. If only a deep acceptor were present in a CdGeAs2 crystal, this assumed Na value
would give about 100 times fewer carriers than for the other two cases. Recall that the
unwanted optical absorption is due to having holes in the V1 band. Thus, having just a deep
acceptor may not be as detrimental to device performance as a shallower acceptor energy.
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The intermediate acceptor energy of Ea = 0.12 eV can be explored further. For
different doping levels Na = 1018, 1017, and 1016 (in cm-3), the hole concentration vs.
temperature was determined. The resulting curves are plotted in Fig. 2.10.

Figure 2.10. Hole concentration vs. temperature for acceptor concentrations Na of
1016 cm-3 (red curve), 1017 cm-3 (black curve), and 1018 cm-3 (blue curve).
The acceptor energy in each case is 0.12 eV, and r is equal to 0.5.

2.4 Activation Energy Ea

For most of the samples included in this work, we can use Eq. 2-30 to extract the
activation energy Ea. In some cases, we can assume that the term

P (T )
is a constant C.
ga

Then, let x = E a / k B and y = p . We can fit y = C exp( − x / T ), and then calculate the
acceptor energy E a = xk B from the experimental data. As an example, the carrier
concentration versus inverse temperature of a CdGeAs2 sample (no. 015-C5-b) is shown in
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Fig. 2.11. The fitting result is also shown (in blue). The value x = Ea / k B = 2208, so the
activation energy in this case is Ea= 190.2 meV.
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Figure 2.11. Hole concentration vs. inverse temperature for determination of activation
energy Ea. The blue curve is the result of fitting to this Arrhenius plot.

The value of the electrical activation energy Ea may vary significantly from the value used for
the ionization energy of an acceptor center. Usually, a decrease in activation energy is
observed with increasing carrier concentration, as given by the following expression
Ea = Ea0 – C n1/3

(2-32)

where Ea0 is the ionization energy of the acceptor for dilute concentration, and C is a constant
which can be predicted from theory to be of the form (in cgs units) C = 2.65 e2/κ (Pearson
1949, Debye 1954), where κ is the dielectric constant.
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Carrier Mobility

One of the principle reasons for studying the temperature dependence of mobility μ is
to obtain information about the relative importance of the various allowed scattering
mechanisms. In the literature, there is a detailed discussion of the scattering mechanisms in
III-V compounds (Wiley 1975). Various expressions for the temperature dependences of
carrier mobilities in germanium, silicon, GaP, GaAs, InP, and AlSb are approximated by μ ~
T β with β depending on the particular scattering mechanisms. These different mechanisms
include acoustic (AC), non-polar optical (NPO), polar optical (PO), and ionized impurity (II)
scattering. Ionized impurity scattering is often dominant at low temperatures in compensated
samples.

2.5.1 Acoustic and Non-Polar Optical Phonon Scattering

Acoustic-mode lattice vibrations induce changes in the lattice spacing, which change
the band gap from point to point. Since the crystal is deformed at these points, the potential is
called the deformation potential. For holes in non-degenerate, parabolic, spherically
symmetric bands and assuming Hall factor r =1, the acoustic mobility is given by (Wiley
1975)

μ AC , NPO = 3.1717 × 10

−5

(m

ρ u2
*
h

m0

)

5

2

E

2
AC

S (θ ,η ,T ) T

−3

2

(2-32)

where ρ is the material density, u2 is the averaged sound velocity, EAC is the acoustic
deformation potential, m h* is the effective mass of hole, and η = (EAC/ ENPO)2 where ENPO is
the NPO deformation potential. The characteristic temperature of the optical phonons
is θ = =ω / k B with units of degrees Kelvin. The function S (θ ,η ,T ) is defined as
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S (θ ,η ,T ) = ∫

xe − x dx

∞

0

1 + C ⎡(1 + θ / xT )
⎢⎣

1

2

+e

θ

T

(1 − θ

xT ) 2 ⎤
⎥⎦
1

(θ / T )η

where C =

2(e

θ

T

− 1)

S can be approximated (1% accuracy for T / θ ≤ 1.5) by

S≅

1
(1 + Aη )

1.34

where A =
e

θ

T

θ

− 0.914 T

The value of η varies with temperature. For the temperature regions defined by T / θ ≤ 0.1
and T / θ ≥ 1.0 , μ AC , NPO approaches a T-3/2 temperature dependence. In the transition region,
the temperature dependence can be approximated by T β, where β varies from -1.8 to -2.4. For
CdGeAs2, the optical phonon energy is about 25 meV, so θ = =ω / k B ≈ 300 K. Thus, the
“transition” region covers the range from about 30 K to room temperature.

2.5.2 Ionized-Impurity Scattering

When electrons in non-degenerate s-like bands are scattered by ionized impurities, the
mobility is given approximately by the so-called Brooks-Herring formula (Wiley 1975).

μ = 3.284 × 10
s
II

15

ε s2 T

3

−1

2

N i ( m * / m0 )

1

2

*
b ⎤
⎡
14 m ε s
2
⎢ln(1 + b) − 1 + b ⎥ and b = 1.294 × 10 m n ′ T
⎣
⎦
0

(2-33)

where εs is the dimensionless relative static dielectric constant, the parameters Ni and n are
defined Ni = n + 2NA and n′ = n + ( N D − N A − n)(n + N A ) / N D , where NA and ND are the
ionized impurity concentrations for acceptors and donors, respectively, and n is the carrier
concentration.
When considering the effect of ionized-impurity scattering on hole mobility, the
effective mobility is given approximately by H. Brooks (as discussed in Wiley 1975).
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μ II = 3.284 × 10

ε s2 T

15

3

−1

2

N i (mh* / m0 )

1

2

b ⎤
⎡
⎢ln(1 + b) − 1 + b ⎥ W
⎣
⎦

where W is a factor of order unity ( 1 ≤ W ≤ 2) which accounts for the p-like symmetry of the
hole wave function. Here, m h* is the effective mass of the hole. For high temperatures, b >> 1
b ⎤
⎡
and we can approximate the term in square brackets above: ⎢ln(1 + b) −
≈ ln b − 1 . The
1 + b ⎥⎦
⎣

expressions given above apply to non-degenerate carrier transport. For the degenerate case,
−1

μ II −deg

24π 3ε s2 = 3 n ⎡
b ⎤
=
ln(1 + bF ) − F ⎥ W ,
3
*
2 ⎢
1 + bF ⎦
N i e ( m h / m0 ) ⎣

1

where bF =

8

3 3 4π 3 ε s = 2 n
e 2 (mh* / m0 )

1

3

.

Note that μ II −deg for the degenerate case is more strongly dependent on the effective mass
m h* / m 0 ratio than that for the non-degenerate case, and also has no explicit dependence on

temperature T.

2.5.3 Polar Optical Phonon Scattering

The expression normally used for the PO scattering contribution to electrons in nondegenerate, s-like wave functions is
1

3

μ po = 0.199(T / 300) 2 ( e / ec* ) 2 ( m0 / m * ) 2 × (10 22 M )(10 23Va )(10 −13 ω0 )(e z − 1)G ( z )
where ec* is the Callen effective charge. An effective charge is used since the electron-phonon
coupling partially screens the electron charge. M is the reduced mass of the unit cell in grams,
Va is the volume of the unit cell in cm3, ω 0 is the angular frequency of the LO phonon
( ω 0 = 1.309 × 1011θ where θ is in degree Kelvin), z = hω 0 / k B T , and the function G(z) is
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given graphically by Ehrenreich (Ehrenreich 1957, Ehrenreich 1959). The equivalent
expression for holes in non-degenerate, p-like wave functions is
1

3

μ PO = 0.199(2 K )(T / 300) 2 ( e / ec* ) 2 (m0 / mh* ) 2 × (1022 M )(1023Va )(10 −13 ω0 )(e z − 1)G ( z )
where K is a correction factor of order unity which accounts for the contribution from the
holes given graphically in the literature (Wiley 1975). The factor of 2 before the correction
factor K arises from the p-like symmetry of the wave function. If we just consider the
temperature dependence mobility relation of PO scattering, the μ PO mobility arising from PO
scattering could be simply expressed at high temperatures approaches T1/2. In comparison
with μ II ∝ T

3

2

, the ionized impurity scattering is expected to be less important than AC and

NPO scattering.

2.6

Hall Data Fitting and Simulation Approach

Hall measurements were performed on 23 CdGeAs2 samples from 120 K to 395 K.
(the experiment set-up is described in Ch. 4). At room temperature, heavy p-type ( p ~ 1017
cm-3) samples and low p-type (p ~ 1015 cm-3) samples have different optical behaviors. The
Hall results for three representative CdGeAs2 samples are shown in Figs. 2.12 and 2.13. In
Fig 2.12, the carrier concentration vs. temperature is independent of temperature for the heavy
n-type sample which is doped with indium (green curve). The carrier concentration for the
heavy p-type sample varies only two orders of magnitude over this temperature range (dark
red). The low p-type sample shows a quite different behavior with temperature. Below 320
K, the sample is low p-type (blue curve). Above 320 K, the sample converts to n-type
conductivity (red curve), i.e., the Hall coefficient becomes negative.
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Figure 2.12. Carrier concentration vs. temperature for three CdGeAs2 samples representing
low p-type, high p-type, and high n-type behavior.
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Figure 2.13. Temperature dependent carrier mobilities for the three categories of CdGeAs2
samples: low p-type, high p-type, and high n-type.
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To fit the Hall carrier concentration and Hall coefficient for a particular sample, I will
use the carrier transport equation introduced in Section 2.3 in this Chapter. For application of
Eqs. 2-28 and 2-29, several parameters must be established. These include the mobility ratio
b, the compensation ratio r, and the total concentration of acceptors (which includes native
defects and impurities). Results for undoped and doped CdGeAs2 samples are presented in
Chapters 5 and 6.
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CHAPTER 3
ABSORPTION AND PHOTOLUMINESCENCE

Optical absorption and photoluminescence (PL) are non-destructive techniques used to
probe the band structure of semiconductors and to detect the presence of point defects. In
absorption measurements, a photon is absorbed by an electron from a lower-energy state and
the electron is excited to a higher-energy state. The energy of the photon usually is equal or
close to the energy difference of the two energy states. Thus, by studying an absorption band,
one can learn much about the electronic structure of the crystal. Also, the intensity of the
band can be used to determine the relative concentrations of the responsible defects if the
origin of the band is known (Pankove 1971). In PL experiments, a photon (from exciting
source) is absorbed by the semiconductor, creating an electron-hole pair. The electron
occupying the higher energy state can recombine with a hole in a lower-energy state and
radiatively emit a photon with the energy equal to the difference of the two energy states. In
this work, the Hall measurements were used to establish correlations between electrical
properties and optical properties. In the previous chapter, the Hall measurement approach
was described. A discussion of absorption and PL is given in this chapter.

3.1

Absorption Coefficient
Transmitted light IT through a sample has an exponential relation with the input light

I0 according to
I T = I 0 exp(−α t )
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where α is called the absorption coefficient, and t is sample path thickness (usually measured
in cm, so α has units of cm-1). Equation 3.1 is often referred to as Lambert’s Law.
Absorption coefficients are not directly measured, but can be determined from measured
absorbance. Absorbance is given in units of optical density (OD), which is defined as

⎛I
OD = log10 ⎜⎜ 0
⎝ IT

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

(3-2)

Using Eqs. 3-1 and Eq. 3-2, an expression for the absorption coefficient α is determined.

α=

OD
OD
≈
t log 10 e 0.4343t

(3-3)

Eq. 3-3 is valid if reflective losses at the sample/air interfaces are small or negligible.
Otherwise, we have to take the reflective losses into account.
The absorption coefficient can be related to the refractive index of a material. The
intensity of a light wave is proportional to the square of the electric field, and can be written
I = Ε 02 exp(

− 2κzω
) exp( 2i (ω nz / c − ω t )
c

(3-4)

where Ε 0 is the incident electric field, the angular frequency of the incident electromagnetic
wave is ω , and the speed of light in free space is c. Here, n is the real part and κ is the
imaginary part of the refractive index. The imaginary part can be written in terms of the real
and imaginary dielectric constants, ε1 and ε 2 , and finally in terms of ε 2 and n.

κ=

1
2

1
2

(−ε 1 + (ε + ε ) ) =
2
1

2
2

ε2
2n

(3-5)

The absorption coefficient is then defined as

α=

2κω ε 2ω
=
c
cn
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Absorption Transitions
CdGeAs2 is a direct band material, which means that the conduction band minimum

and valence band maximum occur at the same wavevector k. Fundamental absorption usually
refers to the band to band transition. For the simplest case, the absorption transitions occur
between two direct valleys as allowed by momentum conservation. CdGeAs2 has three
nondegenerate valence bands called V1, V2 and V3. The fundamental absorption is the
transition from the highest valence band V1 to the lowest conduction band. When impurities
and defects are present, absorption can occur at smaller energies than the fundamental
transition. These additional paths involve (1) a band and an impurity/defect level, and (2)
transitions between different impurity/defect levels, such as acceptor-to-donor transitions.
In Fig. 3.1, several impurity-band transitions are shown. In Fig. 3.1(a) and (b), the
absorption of a low-energy photon between a neutral donor and the conduction band or
between the valence band and a neutral acceptor is shown. The minimum energy of the
photon must be at least equal to the activation energy of the acceptor or donor in this
absorption process. In Fig. 3.1(c) and (d), two additional paths are shown. The transition
between the valence band and an ionized donor, which must be empty to allow the transition,
or between an ionized acceptor and the conduction band occurs at photon energies which are
given by hv > Eg − Ei. Here, Ei is the ionization energy of the defect level (EA or ED is
accepter or donor level). The absorption coefficient α for transitions involving impurity levels
usually will be smaller in value than α for the fundamental transitions. This is because the
density of impurity states is much lower than the density of states in the bands.
In general, both donors and acceptors are simultaneously present in a crystal. For a ptype CdGeAs2 crystal which is partially compensated, the ratio of donors to acceptors is less
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Figure 3.1. Absorption transitions between impurities and bands: (a) donor to conduction
band; (b) valence band to acceptor; (c) valence band to donor; (d) acceptor to conduction band.
than 1. If a sample is completely compensated, then the ratio of donors to acceptors is equal
to 1. The crystal is overcompensated when the ratio of donors to acceptors is larger than 1,
and usually the crystal becomes n-type in this case. In all these three cases, the acceptor states
are at least partly occupied and the donor states are at least partly empty. Then, it is possible
to absorb a photon by exciting an electron from a localized acceptor state to a localized donor
state, provided that the acceptor and donor are close enough in position to allow a finite
overlap of the electron and hole wavefunctions. Because the Coulomb interaction between
the donor and the acceptor depends on their separation distance, the absorption will occur at
the following photon energy:
hv = E g − E D − E A +

e2
εr

(3-7)

where ED and EA are the respective ionization energies of the donor and the acceptor as
isolated impurities, r is the donor-acceptor pair separation, and ε is the dielectric constant of
the material. For transitions from acceptors to donors, transitions between more distant pairs
occur at lower energy and discrete line structure should occur at the higher energies near the
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fundamental edge. Because usually the discrete structure appears very close to the
fundamental edge, it is difficult to resolve in an absorption experiment.
In discussion of the band structure of CdGeAs2 in Chapter 1, there are three displaced
valence bands named V1, V2, and V3 with the energies of the bands in the order from highest
to lowest in CdGeAs2. The energies of V2 and V3 relative to V1 are Δ12 = −0.16 eV and Δ13 =
−0.45 eV, respectively. In p-type semiconductors, when the top valence band populated with
holes, it is possible to make a transition from a lower valence band to a higher valence band.
The absorption intensity is proportional to the hole density in the higher valence band and is
negligible when the material is made n-type. When the hole concentration is changed, the
intensities of the interband absorption will change. This is the main reason why the Hall
effect measurements correlate so well with the optical properties of CdGeAs2. The intraband
transitions between the valence bands in CdGeAs2 have been found to be very important in
the absorption loss of the crystal and limit the device applications of the crystal (Mamadov
1972, Kildal 1974).

3.3

Free-Carrier Absorption
In samples containing a high concentration of excess electrons or excess holes,

absorption effects due to free carriers are present. In an n-type sample, free electrons in the
conduction band will modify the optical properties of the intrinsic material. When incident
photons interact with the electron plasma, a free electron can absorb a photon and move to a
higher energy state within the same band, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Such a transition requires an
additional interaction to conserve momentum. The change in momentum can be provided by
interaction with the lattice by way of phonons or by scattering from ionized impurities.
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Figure 3.2. Transition of a free electron in a parabolic conduction band.

The frequency dependence of the dielectric constant is given by (Fox 2001):

ε r (ω ) = ε opt (1 −

ωp
(ω + iγω )
2

)

(3-8)

ε opt ω p2τ
ω p2τ 2
) , and the imaginary part is ε 2 =
in which the real part is ε 1 = ε opt (1 −
.
(1 + ω 2τ 2 )
(1 + ω 2τ 2 )
In these expressions, ε opt is the optical dielectric constant, ω is the photon frequency, and γ
is a damping factor. The plasma frequency ω p can be written in terms of the concentration of
free carriers N.

ωp =

Ne 2
ε opt ε 0 m *

(3-9)

Here, ε 0 is the free space dielectric constant and m* is the electron effective mass. Using Eqs.
3-6, 3-8, and 3-9, the absorption coefficient due to free carriers can be written as a function of
frequency or as a function of wavelength, as shown in Eq. 3-10.
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αf =

ε opt ω p2
Ne 2
1
Ne 2 λ2
=
=
ncω 2τ m *ε 0 ncτ ω 2 4π 2 ε 0 nc 3 m *τ

(3-10)

where τ is the relaxation time of the free carrier and reflects the influence of all the scattering
processes. The scattering comes from phonons or ionized impurities. So, for ionized
impurity scattering, one would expect that with increasing carrier concentration, τ would
decrease. Thus, at higher doping, one should find that the free carrier absorption is not simply
proportional to N as in Eq. 3-10. If we assume αf ~ Nk, then k can be greater than one.

3.4

Photoluminescence
Photoluminescence (PL) emission, in general, can be referred to as either intrinsic or

extrinsic. Intrinsic luminescence includes band-to-band (B-B) luminescence, exciton
luminescence, and phonon-assisted PL transitions. Extrinsic luminescence means transitions
involving defect levels, such as donor-acceptor pair (DAP) recombination and free-to-bound
transitions. When both donor and acceptor impurities are present in a semiconductor, DAP
recombination may occur as an opposite transition of the absorption from acceptors to donors.
Figure 3.3 shows the band diagram of DAP recombination (Pankove 1971). The donors and
acceptors have to be neutral to recombine and emit a photon. In the final ground state of the
transition, the donors and acceptors become ionized, and the Coulomb interaction between the
donor and acceptor will make the emitted photon have a larger energy than the energy
difference between the donor and acceptor states. The Coulomb interaction term is e2/εr in
CGS units. Here, r is the distance between the donor and the acceptor, and ε is the relative
dielectric constant. The van der Waals polarization interaction between the neutral DA pair
will lower the emission photon energy by an amount
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E vdW

6.5e 2 a D 5
=
( )
ε r r

(3-11)

where aD = ħ / (2meED)1/2, which is the Bohr radius of the shallower impurity in the pair,
usually the donor Bohr radius (ED is the ionization energy of the shallow donor). Thus, the
energy of the emitted photon in a donor-acceptor recombination is given by the following
expression (Pavesi 1994).
hv P = E g − ( E A + E D ) +

e2
− E vdW
ε r

(3-12)

The van der Waals term usually is much smaller than the Coulomb interaction term and can
be neglected for large pair separations. In that case, the equation takes on the form of Eq. 3-7.
For example, assuming me = 0.036m0 and ED = 14 meV for CdGeAs2, the donor Bohr radius
is about 86 Å. If the carrier concentration is 1017 cm-3, the average DAP separation would be
r = 215 Å. Using this pair distance value and aD = 86 Å, the Coulomb interaction term is
about 4.5 meV and the van der Waals term is about 0.3 meV. Thus, usually only the

Figure 3.3. (a) Diagram for donor-to-acceptor transition; and (b) the effect of the Coulomb
interaction on emission energy. Here, r is the DA pair separation (from Pankove 1971).
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Coulomb interaction term is included when describing the DAP recombination energy. The
emitted photon energy is plotted as a function of r in Fig. 3.3(b). The upper dashed line in (b)
represents Eg and the lower dashed line in (b) represents E g − ( E A + E D ) . When r is small,
the energy of the emitted photon is higher than E g − ( E A + E D ) due to the large Coulomb
interaction between the DA pair. Thus, the photon will most likely be self-absorbed. When r
is large enough, then the emitted photon energy will be close to the difference of the donor
and acceptor energy levels (i.e., approaching the lower dashed line). Since r can only be
varied in a discrete fashion corresponding to the interatomic distances, the PL spectrum can
for some materials exhibit fine structure with varied energy. This discrete line structure has
been observed in GaP (Thomas 1964).
Semiconductors can be intentionally doped to achieve n-type or p-type conductivity,
or to compensate the native defects in the materials. In a highly doped n-type semiconductor,
the near-edge PL emission often becomes broader and shifts to higher energy with increasing
carrier concentration. This behavior was observed in highly doped materials for the DAP
transition (As 2000), the band-to-band (B-B) transition (Yoon 1997, Levy 1992), and the
electron-acceptor transition (Zemon 1982). The high donor concentration will make the
average distance of the donor-acceptor pair much smaller. Thus, the Coulomb interaction
term in Eq. 3-12 will be much larger, and the peak of the DAP will shift to higher energy.
This behavior has been observed in Si-doped GaN (As 2000). If we assume that the average
pair distance r is inversely proportional to n1/3, then the peak energy of the PL band should
have the following relation.
EPL = E0 + C n1/3
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Here, E0 is the energy difference between the donor level and the acceptor level, and C = 2e2/ε
if assuming the pair distance varies as r = ½n-1/3, where ε is the dielectric constant of the
crystal.
For band to band (B-B) transitions, the effects of free carriers include band filling and
band renormalization. In highly doped n-type materials, the Fermi level will be in the
conduction band because of the band-filling. If no other effects are present, the peak energy
of the transition will be increased approximately by the energy difference between the Fermi
level and the bottom of the conduction band. However, in practice, other contributions such
as band gap shrinkage due to the exchange interaction between free carriers, band tailing, and
re-absorption are also present. The experimentally observed B-B transition value is usually
lower than the energy calculated based on the Fermi level shifting into the conduction band.
Band filling, band gap shrinkage, and band tailing effects are all considered to explain the
concentration dependent PL (Yoon 1997). The series of equations shown below are used.

EPL = Eg + EF* − Ecc* − Ece

(3-14)

⎛
E0 ⎞
E F* = EF0 ⎜1 − α F ⎟
⎜
E g ⎟⎠
⎝

(3-15)

⎛ =2 ⎞
⎟⎟(3π 2 n) 2 / 3
E = ⎜⎜
⎝ 2m * ⎠

(3-16)

⎛
E0 ⎞
Ecc* = Ecc ⎜1 − 2α F ⎟
⎜
E g ⎟⎠
⎝

(3-17)

⎛ π 4 / 3 = 2 ⎞⎛ 1 ⎞ 2 / 3
Ecc = ⎜⎜ 1 / 3 ⎟⎟⎜
⎟n
*
m
3
⎝
⎠
⎠
⎝

(3-18)

E ce = (e 2 / 2πεε 0 )(3 / π )1 / 3 n1 / 3 = β n1/ 3

(3-19)

0
F
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In Eqs. 3-14 through 3-19, E F* is the Fermi energy corrected by considering nonparabolic
bands, E F0 is the Fermi energy for parabolic bands relative to the bottom of the conduction
band, Ecc* is the band shift due to the electron-impurity interaction for screened Coulomb
potentials (i.e., band tailing), Ecc is the Coulomb energy in the case of parabolic bands, and
Ece is the band-gap shrinkage due to the exchange interaction between free carriers. A

dimensionless nonparabolicity coefficient α, used in Eqs. 3-15 and 3-17, can be determined
by the following equation. Equation 3-20 is appropriate for crystals with a tetragonal
distortion, like CdGeAs2, The coefficient α is expressed in terms of Eg, E1, E2, Δcf, and Δso.
⎡
⎢
2
⎛ m* ⎞ ⎢
α = ⎜1 −
⎟ ⎢−
m⎠ ⎢ ⎛
⎝
E1
⎜
⎢ ⎜1 + E
g
⎣ ⎝

2

⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
⎜ 6 + 4 E1 − 2 E2 ⎟
⎜1 + E1 ⎟ + 2⎜1 + E1 − E2 ⎟ − E1 E22
⎜
⎜ E ⎟
⎜ E
Eg
E g ⎟⎠
E g ⎟⎠ E g
g ⎠
g
⎝
⎝
+⎝
2
⎛
⎞⎛
⎞
⎞
⎛
⎞
Δ
⎜1 + E1 ⎟⎜1 + E1 − E2 ⎟
⎟ + 2⎜1 + E1 − E2 ⎟ − 2 Δ so cf
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎟
⎜ E
E g ⎟⎠ 3 E g E g
⎝ E g ⎠⎝ E g E g ⎠
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⎠
⎝

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
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(3-20)

In Eq. 3-20, m* is the effective mass of electron at the bottom of the conduction band, and Δso
and Δcf are the spin-orbit splitting and crystal-field splitting energies, respectively. An
electron-acceptor transition will have a behavior similar to the B-B transition. In this
dissertation work, a near-edge PL band from highly In-doped CdGeAs2 becomes broader and
shifts to higher energy with increasing carrier concentration. The above equations are used in
the analysis described in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENT SETUP

4.1

Van der Pauw Hall System
Hall-effect measurements were made in a van-der-Pauw geometry using a commercial

system from MMR Technologies (Mountain View, CA). Indium wire solder was used to
make electrical contacts at the four sample corners. Sample temperature could be controlled
from 80 K to 400 K, although most samples became highly resistive below 120 K. Thus,
accurate measurements of carrier concentration and mobility could not be obtained at the
lowest temperatures. The Hall system and procedure to make measurements is described next.
The MMR Hall system provides automatic measurements of resistivity, mobility, and
carrier concentration. The system contains a programmable power supply, a benchtop
electromagnet, a low-temperature dewar, and a programmable temperature controller. The
power supply (model MPS-50, shown in Fig. 4.1a) is a 240 watt, fully reversible supply
providing up to 8 amperes at up to ±30 volts. With the MPS-50, the electromagnet is reversed

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1. (a) The MPS-50 Power Supply from MMR Technologies, and (b) the M-50
Benchtop Electromagnet (pictures taken from MMR web site, http://www.mmr.com).
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automatically, and measurements may be done with either sign of field or at zero field. The
M-50 Benchtop Electromagnet (Fig. 4.1b) is used with a sample refrigerator and Dewar
mount located in the space between the poles of the magnet. This compact magnet is air
cooled. It provides a vertical field of up to 4250 gauss when the magnet current is at the
maximum of 8 amps. Most measurements were performed using 3000 gauss.
A low-profile sample dewar (Fig. 4.2) is inserted in the space between the magnet
poles. Triax leads provide electrical input to the sample holder. A Hall sensor mounted
immediately adjacent to the sample allows accurate measurement of the magnetic field.
Cryogenic cooling is provided by a micro-miniature refrigerator (Fig. 4.3) that uses the JouleThomson expansion of high-pressure N2 gas. The cooled gas is also used to pre-cool

Figure 4.2. Low Temperature Hall Dewar (from MMR user manual).
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incoming gas in a counter-current heat exchanger. This design allows cooling down to 80 K.
The sample is in thermal contact with a ceramic pad cold stage which is 14 x 10 mm2 in size.
A resistive heater is used to vary the sample temperature.

Figure 4.3. Micro Miniature Refrigerators (from MMR user manual).

In the experiments described in this dissertation, dry nitrogen (99.9999% N2 ultra high purity
gas) flowing through a filter dryer was used. A vacuum pump capable of maintaining a
vacuum < 5 mTorr in the chamber is connected to the system (see Fig. 4.4).

Figure 4.4. Vacuum Syst em Diagram (from MMR user manual).
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Infrared Absorption and PL Experiments
The absorption and the photoluminescence (PL) measurements that are included in

this dissertation were made using a ThermoNicolet Nexus 870 fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer. Two different detectors were used in the data collection: a deuterated
triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector, or a HgCdTe (MCT) detector. Two sources were used: an
infrared (IR) source and a near-IR/visible (white light) source. To optimize light detection in
various spectral ranges, there are three different types of beamsplitters. These are KBr, CaF2,
and quartz beamsplitters.
The optical path in an FTIR spectrometer is based on a Michelson interferometer,
(schematic shown in Fig. 4.5). The interferometer consists of a beamsplitter, a fixed mirror,
and a second mirror that translates very precisely back and forth. The source radiation strikes
the beamsplitter and separates into two beams. One beam is transmitted through the
beamsplitter to the fixed mirror and the second is reflected off the beamsplitter to the moving
mirror. The fixed and moving mirrors reflect the radiation back to the beamsplitter. Again,
half of this reflected radiation is transmitted and half is reflected at the beamsplitter, resulting
in one beam passing to the detector and the second back to the source. In an FTIR
spectrometer, the light collected by the detector forms an interferogram which will have a
centerburst signal in the center when a broadband source is used. The interferogram is
translated to a spectrum (absorption, single beam) using a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
(Omnic software, ThermoNicolet).
The FTIR is purged with N2 gas to eliminate atmospheric absorption due to water and
CO2. The samples can be put in the sample chamber to take room temperature data. For lowtemperature experiments, the samples were placed in a cryostat (Oxford Instruments Optistat),
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Figure 4.5. The principle of a Michelson Interferometer. Mirror 1 is the fixed mirror,
and Mirror 2 is the moving mirror.
which was positioned in the sample chamber for absorption measurements, or placed outside
for PL measurements. A continuous flow of helium vapor in the cryostat controls the sample
temperature from 5 K to room temperature. The window materials for the Optistat are either
ZnSe, sapphire, or CaF2 to allow detection of the infrared light. A wire-grid ZnSe polarizer
(Molectron) was put after the source of the spectrometer to keep the E direction of the beam
parallel or perpendicular to the c axis of the samples for polarized absorption experiments.
The PL data were taken using the FTIR spectrometer with the CaF2 beamsplitter and
the 77-K-cooled HgCdTe detector. The PL experiment setup diagram is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The CdGeAs2 samples were placed in the cryostat outside the FTIR and sample temperature
was varied from 5 K to room temperature. The above-band-gap excitation used for PL
measurements was from a cw Nd:YAG laser with output at 1.064 μm (1.17 eV). The beamspot diameter on the sample surface was about 2 mm. A neutral-density filter was put in the
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Long Pass Filter

Cryostat

Nicolet Nexus 870
FTIR

Sample
Lens

Computer

Lock-in
Amplifier

Chopper
Frequency

Lens
Chopper
Mirror

Laser

Figure 4.6. Diagram of the photoluminescence experiment setup.

laser-beam path to alter the excitation intensity on the sample. Power densities employed in
this study varied from mid-10-2 W/cm2 to 10 W/cm2. The laser beam makes an angle of about
45° with the sample surface. Luminescence from the sample was collected by a CaF2 lens and
directed through an external port into the FTIR. Scattered laser light was blocked from
entering the FTIR by either a polished Ge wafer or a 1.6 μm long-pass filter. The laser beam
was optically chopped and a lock-in amplifier (SRS model SR850) was used to detect the PL
contribution to the interferogram.

4.3

Sample Growth and Preparation
The CdGeAs2 samples in this study were provided by Professor Robert Feigelson

(Department of Materials Science, Stanford University, Stanford, CA) and Peter G.
Schunemann (BAE Systems, Nashua, NH). Samples were grown using the horizontal
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gradient freeze (HGF) technique. “Ultra-low” axial gradients (1-3 °C/cm) have been used to
minimize vapor transport and eliminate cracking due to anisotropic thermal expansion. In
order to ensure monocrystalline nucleation, orientated seeds were used. The starting materials
were first purified and the synthesis yields polycrystalline ingots of single-phase CdGeAs2.
The growth was then performed in a two-zone, transparent furnace in order to monitor and
control the seeding and growth process. Details about the crystal growth of CdGeAs2 using
the HGF technique can be found in the literature (Schunemann 1998). The Stanford growth
experiments followed the procedure developed at BAE Systems.
The samples used in this study were produced from stoichiometric, non-stoichiometric,
and dopant-added melts. Samples provided from BAE Systems were cut from boules grown
along the [001] direction and included undoped crystals and crystals grown with In, Te, or Se
added as dopants. Samples obtained from Stanford University were cut from boules grown
along either the [001] or [112] directions (see Fig. 4.7). This sample set also included many
undoped crystals, in addition to samples from non-stoichiometric melts (excess Cd, Ge, or As)
and In, Te, and Se doped boules. The surfaces of the samples were mechanically polished
using diamond paste down to 0.1 μm before Hall and optical measurements were performed.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7. (a) CdGeAs2 boule grown by the horizontal gradient freeze technique in the
Center for Materials Research, Stanford University. Overall boule dimensions are
approximately 12 x 2.5 x 2 cm3. (b) Cross-section slice from a boule with dimensions of
about 25 x 20 x 2 mm3.
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CHAPTER 5
P-TYPE AS-GROWN CdGeAs2

P-type as-grown CdGeAs2 crystals will exhibit an absorption band near 5.5 microns
that limit their use as a nonlinear frequency-conversion material in high-power infrared laser
systems. As discussed earlier (see Chapter 3), this absorption band is related to the p-type
nature of the as-grown bulk crystals. In this chapter, an analysis of the electrical properties
determined using van der Pauw Hall measurements is presented, and these results are
correlated with optical absorption and photoluminescence data (some of this work also
appears in print in reference Bai 2006). The as-grown samples are all p-type at room
temperature with hole concentrations varying from 1 x 1015 to 2 x 1017 cm-3. High absorption
samples have two acceptor levels, while low absorption samples are believed to have one
deep acceptor. A linear correlation between absorption at 5.5 μm and hole concentration (p)
is established. Ambipolar conduction is accounted for in order to explain discrepancies which
arise when comparing hole concentrations and optical data in low absorption CdGeAs2
samples. The Hall data are analyzed using the transport model of Chapter 2. Correlations
between an electrical activation energy and p (and also with NA) are discussed and compared
to theory. An ionization energy is obtained for the unknown deep acceptor. Before I discuss
the Hall data, I will introduce the absorption and PL data of these CdGeAs2 samples.

5.1

Absorption and PL of As-grown CdGeAs2
Absorption data taken with E ⊥ c are shown in Fig. 5.1 for two CdGeAs2 samples

referred to as samples A and B. Curve a is the absorption taken from sample A at room
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Figure 5.1. Absorption from CdGeAs2 (a) sample A at 300 K, (b) sample A at 100 K,
and (c) sample B at 300 K (from Bai 2006).
temperature. The broad band peaking near 0.225 eV (5.5 μm) is the transition between the
two highest valence bands (i.e., the transition V2 → V1). This intervalence-band transition is
observed in p-type samples and its intensity is indicative of the concentration of free holes in
the highest valence band V1.
Curve b in Fig. 5.1 is the absorption spectrum of sample A taken at 100 K. The
decrease in intensity of the discrete V2 → V1 absorption band is due to the reduction in freehole concentration. The remaining broad absorption extending from 0.3 eV to the absorption
edge is better resolved at the lower temperature. This band has been assigned to a transition
involving a deep acceptor, and its polarization dependence indicates that it would be much
weaker with light polarized E || c (Bai 2005a). Curve c is the absorption spectrum taken from
sample B at room temperature. The V2 → V1 absorption and the absorption involving the
deep acceptor level is markedly smaller than in curve a. The absorption coefficient α at 0.225
eV (5.5 μm) is only 0.45 cm-1 in sample B.
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Figure 5.2 shows the PL spectra at 10 K for the same two samples A and B. The
emission near 0.55 eV was assigned to DAP recombination involving shallow donors and a
shallow 120-meV acceptor (Bai 2004b). The broader PL band peaking near 0.35 eV has been
assigned to DAP recombination involving shallow donors and a deep acceptor (Bai 2004c,
Bai 2005a). Thus, PL data can be used to determine whether both shallow and deep acceptors
are present, or whether only deep acceptors are present in a particular sample. This will prove
very useful when activation energies are correlated with carrier concentrations, because the
deep-level PL was usually the only emission detected (Bai 2004c) from samples having α at
5.5 μm less than about 3 cm-1. Next, the activation energy of acceptors can be determined by

Luminescence Intensity (arb. units)

investigating the electrical properties using Hall measurements.

CdGeAs

2

(a)

(b)
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Figure 5.2. PL at 10 K from (a) sample A and (b) sample B using 7.6 W/cm2 (Bai 2006).

5.2

Analysis of Hall Data from As-grown CdGeAs2
In this section, van der Pauw Hall and absorption measurements taken on 23 p-type

CdGeAs2 samples is presented. These samples were all grown at Stanford University and are
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p-type at room temperature with hole concentrations varying from 1 x 1015 to 2 x 1017 cm-3.
The carrier concentrations increase with temperature according to the relation of Eq. 2-29.
When sample temperature increases above room temperature, some of these samples were
observed to convert to n-type conductivity. For this subset of samples, the type conversion
temperature was noted. The absorption and Hall data for these 23 samples are summarized in
Table 5.1. For the samples that did not show the type conversion within the measurement
range used here, the entry for the transition temperature is noted as > 400 K.
The temperature dependence of the Hall carrier concentration (pH or nH) and Hall
mobility (μH) for samples A (013-B8-a) and B (015-C3-a) are shown in Fig. 5.3. The Hall
data for sample A indicated p-type conductivity over the entire measurement range. The hole
concentration increased from about 1 x 1015 cm-3 at 150 K to about 2 x 1017 cm-3 at 395 K.
These data are shown in Fig. 3(a). An activation energy EA = 93 meV was obtained assuming
pH ~ exp(-EA/kT) below 360 K. Below 250 K, the temperature dependence of the hole
mobility closely follows a T3/2 behavior (dashed line), which suggests that the dominant
process affecting the mobility in that regime is impurity scattering. Sample B has fewer free
holes than sample A, and undergoes a conversion from p- to n-type behavior near 360 K.
Above this transition temperature, the Hall coefficient becomes negative. Thus, the left
vertical scale of Fig. 5.3(b) corresponds to the magnitude of the carrier concentration only.
An activation energy EA = 190.2 meV was obtained from these data below 300 K. The hole
mobility for sample B was nearly constant below the transition temperature. At room
temperature, the hole concentration for sample B is about 4.0 x 1015 cm-3. The hole mobility
at room temperature is about 127 cm2/(V·sec).
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Table 5.1. Summary of absorption and Hall data from p-type as-grown CdGeAs2. For
activation energy, if the data did not follow an exponential relation, the entry is “No trend”.
Absorption

pH, Carrier

RH, Hall

Type

Activation

Coefficient

Concentration

Coefficient

Conversion

Energy

at 300 K

at 300 K

at 300 K

Temperature

(meV)

(cm−1)

(x 1015, cm−3)

(cm3/C)

(K)

015-C3-a

0.45

1.326

4471

339

189.9

015-C5-a

0.55

1.568

3980

333

198

015-C3-b

0.67

1.770

3527

345

199

015-C5-b

0.71

3.956

1578

362

190.2

015-C3-c

0.91

5.442

1147

370

No trend

015-B4-a

1.21

9.451

660.5

380

177

015-D3-a

1.76

9.570

652.3

380

178

015-D3-c

2.66

57.87

107.9

344

No trend

015-B4-c

3.80

29.92

362

No trend

015-D3-b

6.29

38.80

165.7

> 400

114

013-C5-a

7.99

40.52

154

> 400

154

013-B8-c

8.58

45.13

138.3

> 400

91

013-C9-c

9.59

65.85

94.79

> 400

108

013-C9-b

3.15

22.1

282.2

> 400

123.1

013-B8-a

14.29

58.64

106.4

> 400

93

013-B8-b

12.23

91.2

68.42

> 400

96

013-B1-a

26.78

130.7

47.75

> 400

No trend

011-B3-a

31.38

144.0

43.49

> 400

N No trend

011-B3-b

1.37

7.99

781.2

> 400

176

019-C1-a

1.84

8.32

750.2

> 400

194

019-B6-a

11.35

66.6

110.4

> 400

No trend

Z01-B-T

0.1

8.79

710

326

185

Z01-B-B

0.47

15.6

400.5

392

169

Sample

208.7
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Figure 5.3. Temperature dependence of Hall carrier concentration and mobility from
(a) sample A and (b) sample B. The dashed line in (a) follows a T1.5 dependence
(from Bai 2006).
5.2.1 Correlation of Hall Data and Absorption Coefficient α
After surveying the 23 p-type CdGeAs2 samples, the magnitude of the 5.5-μm
absorption was found to be highest in samples exhibiting the largest hole concentrations. A
correlation between the intensity of the absorption band near 5.5 μm and the hole
concentration was observed. If a sample is of particularly good quality, with low p-type Hall
behavior, then the transition temperature may be just above room-temperature. If that is the
case, a Hall measurement resulting in a value of pH will give a concentration quite different
from the actual hole concentration p. An explanation for this is provided next.
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Figure 5.4. Measured hole concentration vs. absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm for 23 p-type
CdGeAs2 samples at room temperature. The open circle is the measured hole
concentration for the sample with the lowest absorption value. The triangle and the
square symbols are the corrected hole concentrations for this sample using Eq. 5-1
with b = 30 and b = 12, respectively (from Bai 2006).
In Fig. 5.4, the measured hole concentration at 300 K is plotted as a function of the
absorption coefficient value at 5.5 μm for this set of CdGeAs2 samples. This sample set had
absorption at 5.5 μm varying from below 0.1 to slightly above 30 cm-1 (see Table 5.1). The
data for one sample, which converted from p-type to n-type at 326 K, is represented by an
open circle. This sample has the lowest α at room temperature of our set, but its measured
Hall concentration would seem to suggest an absorption that is at least one order of magnitude
higher. Because the p-to-n-transition temperature was just above 300 K, the measured Hall
concentration pH will not represent the true hole concentration p. The relationship between pH
and p is
pH =

( p + bn) 2
p − nb 2

(5-1)
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where n and p are the actual electron and hole concentrations, and b is the electron-to-hole
mobility ratio. The conductivity-type conversion occurs when the intrinsic conductivity
becomes dominant, i.e., nb2 > p. Here, the high electron-to-hole mobility ratio of CdGeAs2
must be considered. The actual hole concentration for the sample with the lowest absorption
at 5.5 μm can be predicted by application of Eq. 5-1. Reported values of the mobility ratio b
for CdGeAs2 are about 12 (Bairomov 1998, Ptak 2000) and 30 (Iseler 1978). Using these two
values as representing the possible range for b, the corresponding values of p were determined
for the low α sample. In the calculation of n=ni2/p, a band gap energy at 300 K of 0.57 eV
and transverse effective masses of me = 0.039m0 and mh = 0.67m0 (Shay 1975) were used.
The intrinsic carrier concentration for CdGeAs2 at 300 K is calculated to be 2.68 x 1013 cm-3.
In Fig. 5.4, the triangle symbol is the hole concentration using b=30, and the square
symbol is the hole concentration using b=12. These modified values are in much better
agreement with a linear relation between the hole concentration and the absorption value at
5.5 μm (note the logarithmic axes). The value of b=30 appears to give a more correct result,
and indicates that the mobility ratio in high-quality CdGeAs2 for intrinsic carriers is much
greater than 12. The solid line is a linear least-squares fit to the data points yielding the
relation p = (0.3+7.5α) x 1015 cm-3.
Eight of our samples with absorption coefficients less than 2 cm-1 at 5.5 μm converted
from p-type to n-type within our measurement range. The conversion temperature (also given
in Table 5.1) is plotted as a function of the absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm for these samples
in Fig. 5.5. Since the hole concentration has been correlated with the intensity of the 5.5-μm
absorption band at room temperature, a larger α value requires that a larger ni value be
reached in order to satisfy the condition p = nb2. Thus, the transition temperature should
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increase with increasing absorption. To describe the temperature dependence more
completely, we consider the temperature variation of the intrinsic carrier concentration, which
follows T1.5exp(-Eg/2kBT). For the temperature dependence of the CdGeAs2 band gap energy,
B

we use an expression for the optical band gap
⎞
⎛
1
⎟⎟
E g = E g (0) − S g kθ ⎜⎜
⎝ exp(θ / T ) − 1 ⎠

(5-2)

where the coupling constant Sg = 3.0, and the phonon energy kθ = 21 meV. These values
were determined from an analysis of optical band gap shifts in p-type samples with low
absorption (Bai 2005b). Here, a band gap energy Eg(0) at 0 K of 0.66 eV is used in order to
get a 300-K Eg value of 0.57 eV. If it is assumed that the transition temperature follows the
temperature dependence of ni, then the solid line shown in Fig. 5.5 is obtained. The good
agreement with the trend established by the measured data points suggests that any variation

Type Conversion Temperature (K)

in the mobility ratio in our sample set is small.
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Figure 5.5. Type conversion temperature vs. absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm for eight
samples with α < 2 cm−1. The solid line corresponds to the temperature dependence
of the intrinsic carrier concentration (ni ~ T1.5exp(Eg/2kBT)) (from Bai 2006).
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Deep Acceptor Ionization Energy
As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, activation energies could be determined from the

temperature dependence of the carrier concentration for many of the CdGeAs2 samples. For
those samples having the type conversion in the measured temperature range, only the lowtemperature data were used to obtain the activation energies. Figure 5.6 is a plot of the
variation in activation energy with room-temperature Hall carrier concentration. The lowest
absorption sample (where pH ≠ p) is not included in this plot. The solid circles correspond to
samples having one PL band. The open circles correspond to samples which have both PL
bands, i.e., these latter samples have both shallow and deep acceptors. The solid line is a
best-fit to the form of Eq. 2-32, which is often invoked to describe the change in activation
energy with carrier concentration.
Ea = Ea0 – Cex p1/3

(5-3)

Ea is the activation energy, Ea0 is the activation energy for dilute carrier concentration (i.e.,
the ionization energy of an isolated defect), p is the hole concentration, and Cex is a fitting
parameter adjusted to match the experimental data. The solid line in Fig. 5.6 was obtained
using Cex = 3.7 x 10-4 meV·cm, and Ea0 = 253 meV. This defect ionization energy Ea0 is very
close to the 260-meV energy for a deep acceptor determined from a PL study (Bai 2005a) and
the 0.3 eV deep level energy determined from temperature-dependent Hall measurements
(Iseler 1978).
In Eq. 5-3, if p is replaced by the total acceptor concentration NA, then a value for C
can be theoretically predicted. If one assumes that the observed decrease in activation energy
results from the potential energy of attraction between the free carriers (holes) and the defect
(acceptor) ions, the decrease in Ea is described (in cgs units) as (Pearson 1949)
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Cth NA1/3 = 1.646e2/κrs

(5-4)

where rs is the average screening radius for each defect and κ is 15 for CdGeAs2. The
screening radius is equal to 0.62NA−1/3. The theoretical value for Cth appropriate for CdGeAs2
is 2.55 x 10−5 meV·cm. The empirical fit shown in Fig. 5.6 gives a value Cex that is clearly
one order of magnitude higher than Cth. Many studies have reported (Pearson 1949, Debye
1954, Wener 1996, Woodbury 1974) Cex values of the order 10−5 meV·cm from materials like
Si, Ge, diamond, CdTe, and ZnSe, and in these cases, experiment and theory were in good
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Figure 5.6. Activation energy vs. pH at room temperature. The solid circles correspond to
the samples having only one PL band. The open circles correspond to the samples
having two PL bands. The solid line is a best fit using Ea = Ea0 – Cex p1/3, where Ea0
= 253 meV and Cex = 3.7 x 10−4 meV·cm (from Bai 2006).
For CdGeAs2, since the extrapolated Ea0 value corresponds to a deep level, the
analysis is restricted to only those samples having the deeper acceptor (solid dots). Then, p is
replaced with a more accurate measure of the true acceptor concentration. Because the
acceptor level is deep, only a fraction of these defects are ionized near room temperature and
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the true NA values will be much higher than p. To proceed, assume ND << NA, so the Hall
concentration (pH) is approximately the ionized acceptor concentration NA¯. Then, the
activation energy Ea (not ionization energy) can be used to find the total acceptor
concentration NA from a form of Eq. 2-25,

N A− =

NA
1 + g exp(E a / k B T)

(5-5)

where the degeneracy ratio g of the acceptor is 2. A plot of activation energy vs. NA is shown
in Fig. 5.7 for those samples having only one PL band. The solid line is the theoretical
prediction using Cth and 253 meV, and good agreement with the experimental observations is
obtained. Thus, a method to resolve possible discrepancies between measured Hall data,
activation energies, and optical behavior for high-quality (i.e., low absorption) p-type

Activation Energy (meV)

CdGeAs2 has been determined.
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Figure 5.7. Activation energy vs. acceptor concentration NA for the samples that only have
the deep acceptor. The solid line represents Ea = Ea0 – Cth NA1/3, where Ea0 = 253
meV and Cth = 2.55 x 10−5 meV·cm.
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Analysis of Temperature-Dependent Carrier Concentrations
A discussion of Hall carrier concentration and the Hall coefficient was presented in

Chapter 2. In application of Eqs. 2-28 through 2-31, there are four unknown parameters
involved in the analysis of p-type CdGeAs2. These parameters are: (1) the mobility ratio, b,
of electron and hole; (2) the ratio of acceptor and donor concentrations; (3) the activation
energy Ea; and, (4) the acceptor concentration. From Hall measurements, the temperature
dependence of the Hall carrier concentration, Hall mobility, and Hall coefficient is recorded.
From absorption and PL data taken on these same samples, it can be determined whether there
is a shallow and/or a deep acceptor level in a particular sample. Also, EPR data have shown
(Bai 2003) that the native defect concentration is about 1019 cm−3 in our p type samples. Thus,
the acceptor concentration Na could be as high as 1019 cm−3. As stated earlier, mobility ratios
between 12 and 30 have been reported, so in this analysis, the value of b is constrained to be
equal to or larger than 10. The Hall data were fitted by using the SigmaPlot (SPSS, Inc.)
regression program. During these fitting trials, constraints were applied on the four
parameters ranges to agree with what could be physically possible.
The fitting results for Samples A (015-C3-a), B (015-C5-b) and C (013-C9-b) are shown
in Fig. 5.8. The temperature dependent band gap expression of Eq. 2-22 was used (parameters
are given in the text following the equation). The regression R and adjusted R are larger than
0.999 in these fitting results. The confidence interval of all parameters is also larger than 98%.
The parameter results obtained from the fitting are given in Table 5.2 for these three samples.
The mobility ratio, b, ranges from 20 to 42 for these three samples. The results do not
support use of a low b value, such as 12. The value found from fitting the data for sample B is
about 42. The other samples A and C, which were taken from the two separate boules 015 and
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Figure 5.8. Carrier concentration vs. temperature for three CdGeAs2 samples. The three black
lines with circles represent the experimental results. The green, blue, and red lines are
mathematical fits using Eqs. 2-29. The A and B curves are for low p-type samples,
and the curve C is a higher p-type sample (type conversion not observed).
Table 5.2. The four parameter results obtained from fitting of Hall data.
Sample

r = (Nd/Na) b, Mobility Ratio
Acceptor
−3
Concentration (cm )

Activation
Energy (meV)

A

1.00 x 1017

0.81

20.0

181.9

B

2.43 x 1018

0.72

41.7

172.2

C

3.00 x 1018

0.72

26.0

119.7

013 gave smaller mobility ratios. As shown in Fig. 5.8, the fitting results reproduce the
measured data very well. The activation energies that came from this fitting approach for
samples A, B, and C can also be compared to activation energies obtained using the simple
exponential relation. Here, the activation energies are about 182, 172, and 120 meV,
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respectively. The simple exponential relation gave energies 189, 190, and 123 meV. Overall,
there is very good agreement, indicating that the simple exponential relation often is rigorous
enough. The error in values due to the two different approaches is within 10%. Because the
fitting values of Ea, r, and Na are in the range expected, this gives further support that adequate
for describing the carrier transport in p type CdGeAs2.
The mobility ratio b that was extracted from these Hall data differs for different samples.
This variation is believed to be a property of the sample quality, i.e., samples from different
boules or different locations from the same boule could have significantly different scattering
mechanisms which would affect the mobility. With the results from this section on the
simulation of the Hall data, next I will discuss how the mobility ratio b, activation energy Ea,
donor-acceptor ratio, and acceptor concentration Na affect the type conversion temperature

5.4

Simulation of Type Conversion Temperature
From absorption and Hall measurements, the type conversion temperature for several

CdGeAs2 samples was plotted versus the absorption coefficient α in a previous section (Fig.
5.5). The observed trend is that lower absorption samples have lower type conversion
temperatures, even approaching room temperature. To understand how sensitive the type
conversion temperature is to variations in several of the material parameters, simulations of Hall
data were produced. There are four parameters. In each simulation study, three are fixed in
value, and the fourth is chosen to vary within a physically reasonable range. In this way, the
variations in the type conversion temperature could be directly determined.
First, the Ea, r, and Na values are fixed, and variations in the mobility ratio b are
explored. The simulation of data from sample A (015-C3-A) is used for this illustration and is
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shown in Fig. 5.9 as the black curve. Recall that the “best-fit” mobility ratio for sample A is 20.
Values of b = 12 and b=30 are chosen for the simulations. To generate these curves, Ea, r, and
Na values for sample A from Table 5.2 were used. For b =30, the blue curve (diamond dots) in
Fig. 5.9 shows that the type conversion temperature is 20 K lower than the experimental result
of 338 K. The choice of b =12 gives a type conversion temperature of about 365 K which is too
high and is shown in red. Overall, the mobility ratio does have a significant effect on the Hall
data curve. The results here support a higher b value, and raise questions as to the suitability of
using b as low as 12. If b is small in value, a higher electron concentration n is needed to
convert from p-type into n-type, i.e., the smaller b means that the conversion temperature will
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Figure 5.9. Simulation of the type conversion temperature using a mobility ratio b=12
(red triangle dot curve) and b=30 (blue diamond dot curve). The black circle
dot curve is the experimental data for sample A.
be higher. The electrical properties of intentionally doped CdGeAs2 may be expected to require
a different mobility ratio than undoped CdGeAs2 samples. Because of impurity scattering,
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doped samples should have lower mobility ratios. Perhaps the earlier studies which led to the
value of b = 12 were focused on samples containing high concentrations of impurities.
Next, the effect on type conversion temperature of the donor-to-acceptor concentration
ratio r is explored. Here, b is set back to 20, and Na and Ea are the values from Table 5.2. The
compensation ratio r is chosen to be r = 0.73 or r = 0.89 and the conversion temperature is
simulated. These particular r-values represent a ±10% deviation from the “best-fit” value of
0.81. The conversion temperature changes from 360 K to 315 K, which would be easily
detected experimentally. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10. The “best-fit” simulation is again
shown as the black curve. The conversion temperature is very sensitive to changes in the Nd/Na
ratio r. The conversion temperature decreases with larger r values, which could occur if Nd
increases, or if Na decreases, or both.
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Figure 5.10. Simulation of the type conversion temperature using a compensation ratio
r = 0.89 (blue triangle dot curve) and r = 0.73 (red diamond dot curve).
The black circle dot curve is the experimental data for sample A.
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Figure 5.11. Simulation of the type conversion temperature by Ea =164 meV (blue
triangle dot curve) and Ea =200 meV (red diamond dot curve). The black
circle dot curve is the experimental data for sample A.
Next, the activation energy is varied, while the other three parameters are kept fixed at
the value shown in Table 5.2 for sample A. The results are shown in Fig. 5.11. A larger
activation energy (i.e., deeper acceptor) shifts the conversion temperature to a higher value.
The red curve is for Ea = 200 meV and the blue curve corresponds to Ea = 164 meV. These two
values of Ea are chosen to represent a variation of ± 10 % of the “best-fit” activation energy Ea =
182 meV. The conversion temperature again changes from 360 K to 315 K.
Lastly, the net acceptor concentration is varied from 1 x 1016 to 1 x 1018 cm−3, while the
other three parameters are kept fixed. The result is shown in Fig. 5.12. A variation of two
orders of magnitude in Na causes the conversion temperature to change from only 350 K to 310
K. Thus, a variation in Na has a much smaller influence on the conversion temperature than r
and Ea.
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The higher acceptor concentration causes a higher hole concentration, which then
requires a higher temperature to be reached so that ni will be of sufficient magnitude. Note that
keeping r constant requires the donor concentration to also change. That is why there is no
apparent change in p at the lower temperatures in Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12. Simulation of the type conversion temperature using Na = 1 x 1018 cm−3
(red triangle dot curve) and Na = 1 x 1016 cm−3 (blue diamond dot curve).
The black circle dot curve is the experimental data for sample A.
5.5

Mobility Analysis for CdGeAs2
The temperature dependent mobility data for sample A and B (a low p-type and a high

p-type sample) are shown in Fig. 5.13. For the high p-type sample (curve A), the mobility is
nearly independent of temperature above 260 K. For T < 260 K, the mobility decreases with
decreasing temperature. This behavior suggests that the dominant scattering processes are
non-polar optical phonon scattering process and ionized impurity scattering. For the low ptype sample (curve B), the mobility is similar to curve A at the lower temperatures. However,
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when the sample temperature is close to the conversion temperature of 339 K, the mobility
value obtained experimentally shows a drastic decrease. Above 339 K, the mobility values
increase (dominant carriers are now electrons). At the lower temperatures, the non-polar
optical phonon scattering process and ionized impurity scattering appear to be the dominant
processes affecting free carrier mobilities.
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Figure 5.13. Hall Mobility μH vs temperature for two CdGeAs2 samples (A and B).

To understand this result, a simulation of carrier mobility is performed by including two
major processes. The acoustic(AC) and non-polar optical (NPO) phonon scattering processes
in which μ AC , NPO approach a T−3/2 temperature dependence (i.e., μ AC , NPO ∝ T

−3

2

), and the

ionized impurity scattering process μ II approaches a T3/2 temperature dependence (i.e.,

μ II ∝ T

3

2

). The details were presented in Chapter 2. The effective mobility of the two
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processes was obtained using Matthieson’s rule (add inverses) which gives
1 / μ eff = 1 / μ AC , NOP + 1 / μ II . Fig. 5.14 shows the result for sample A. In the region for T > 250

K, the effective mobility is slowly decreasing with increasing temperature. This can be
attributed to the AC and NPO scattering processes, which start to be the important processes
at the high temperature region. Ionized impurity scattering can explain qualitatively the
decrease in mobility at the lower temperatures. The polar optical (PO) phonon scattering has
the temperature dependence μ OP ∝ T

−1

2

, and does not appear to contribute to the effective

mobility μ eff for this case. It may be that it is a minor contributor, in general, in p-type
CdGeAs2. Figure 5.14 shows that the mobility from about 150 K to 400 K is well described
using the two major scattering processes. For the low p-type sample, which had the typeconversion temperature and the drastically changing mobility value, we can not ignore the
e
electron mobility μ eff
which also is influenced by many scattering mechanisms, just as the
h
e
h
∝ 12 ~ 30 . So, to simulate the
hole mobility μ eff
is. From the literature, the μ eff
/ μ eff

measured Hall mobility with an effective mobility μ eff is a more complex task than just
e
h
evaluating separately μ eff
or μ eff
. This problem motivates future work in understanding the

Hall measurements in higher quality CdGeAs2.
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Figure 5.14. Mobility data for p-type CdGeAs2 (sample B, black curve) and the effective
mobility (green curve) simulated using μ AC , NPO ∝ T
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CHAPTER 6
DOPED N-TYPE CdGeAs2

As-grown CdGeAs2 crystals grown by the HGF technique are usually p-type. As
described earlier, there are several absorption bands related to defects extending from the
band edge near 2.3 μm out to 8 μm. These absorption bands have been assigned to transitions
involving two acceptors (one deep and one shallow) and one donor (Bai 2005a). An
additional discrete absorption band at 5.5 μm at room temperature in p-type material is the
intervalence band transition (Mamedov 1972) between the top two valence bands resulting
from free holes created by thermal ionization of the acceptors. Thus, this 5.5-μm band is
quite strong in p-type material. Two PL bands are also generally seen in p-type CdGeAs2
crystals (Bai 2004a, Bai 2004c). One broad PL band peaks near 0.35 eV and is present in all
p-type samples. This band was suggested to be a donor acceptor pair (DAP) recombination
involving a shallow 14-meV donor and a deep 260-meV acceptor. The other commonly seen
PL band in p-type CdGeAs2 occurs near 0.55 eV, is present in samples with enhanced 5.5-μm
absorption, and is attributed to a DAP recombination involving shallow donors and a shallow
120-meV acceptor. This 0.55-eV DAP emission can vary (Bai 2004b) in peak position by
tens of meV due to potential fluctuations caused by high concentrations of defects in asgrown material. The shallow acceptor has been tentatively assigned to a GeAs antisite defect,
based on electron paramagnetic resonance (Halliburton 1994) and supported by theoretical
predictions (Blanco 2004).
Intentional doping of CdGeAs2 crystals with donor impurities can provide compensation of acceptors and lead to reduction of the unwanted 5.5-μm absorption band. However,
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too high a donor doping level is just as detrimental to optical device performance, since freecarrier absorption will be present. Indium, selenium, and tellurium have been used as
substitutional donors to provide n-type CdGeAs2 material (Borshchevskii 1968, Bairamov
1998). Not much is known about the specific defect levels produced by these impurities, or
how they interact with the native acceptors commonly observed in the as-grown p-type
material. Indium is expected to incorporate on the Group II site in CdGeAs2 and behave as a
singly ionized shallow donor. Indium doping has often been used to produce n-type behavior
in II-VI compounds, and the indium ions are closely matched to Cd ions in size. Selenium
and tellurium are expected to incorporate on the Group V anion site (the As site) in order to
behave as singly ionized donors. In the first part of this chapter, the PL of n-type CdGeAs2
samples doped with indium, selenium, or tellurium is reported and an analysis of peak shifts
with increasing electron concentration in In-doped samples is presented. The PL and Hall
data provide a determination of which acceptor levels are present in these n-type crystals.
The second part of this chapter will present analysis of free carrier absorption in n-type
CdGeAs2. These results appear in the literature (Bai 2005c, Xu 2006)

6.1

PL and Hall Data from Doped N-type CdGeAs2
Data from 12 samples cut from five different boules are described here. Table 6.1

provides a summary of the boule and sample characteristics. The doping levels indicate the
relative impurity amounts added to the melt. The three indium-doped boules were grown
with approximately 10 ppm, 100 ppm, and 1000 ppm of In. The 1000-ppm-In boule was
grown along the [001] direction and samples cut from different locations along the growth
direction had 300-K free-electron concentrations varying by one order of magnitude. The
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Table 6.1. Summary of impurity doping levels and Hall data (carrier concentrations and
mobilities) for the twelve n-type CdGeAs2 samples included in our study. The doping levels
indicate the relative amounts of impurity atoms which were added to the melt.
Boule
Growth
Direction
[001]a

Electron
Mobility
μ (cm2/Vs)
1030

Sample

Impurity,
Doping Level

a

In, 1000 ppm

Electron
Concentration
n (cm-3)
4.3 x 1018

“

b

In, 1000 ppm

2.7 x 1018

974

“

c

In, 1000 ppm

4.6 x 1017

199

[112]b

d

In, 100 ppm

2.9 x 1018

987

“

e

In, 100 ppm

1.9 x 1018

1390

“

f

In, 100 ppm

1.8 x 1018

1490

“

g

In, 100 ppm

1.6 x 1018

1360

“

h

In, 100 ppm

1.5 x 1018

1430

[112]b

i

In, 10 ppm

3.3 x 1017

2040

“

j

In, 10 ppm

2.3 x 1017

2770

[112]b

k

Te, 500 ppm

1.4 x 1017

1150

[001]a

l

Se, 1000 ppm

8.8 x 1016

1640

a
b

Grown at BAE Systems
Grown at Stanford University

1000 ppm doping level would correspond to approximately 2 x 1019 cm−3 if complete and
uniform incorporation and activation of the donor dopant occurred with no compensation of
acceptor states. The In-doped boule grown along the [112] direction with 100 ppm of indium
yielded more uniform results and samples exhibited free-electron concentrations close to
predicted levels for complete and uniform incorporation. For doping with 10 ppm In, or with
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Se or Te, there were regions in the boules which still exhibited p-type conductivity at 300 K.
The twelve samples selected for this part of my study were oriented and cut with the c
direction perpendicular to the surfaces used for the optical measurements.
PL data from the indium-doped CdGeAs2 samples will be described first. Figure 6.1
shows spectra taken at 10 K from samples a, b, and c (according to the labels used in Table
6.1). The higher energy emission bands from these three samples are centered near 0.63, 0.61,
and 0.51 eV, respectively. In samples a and b, the lower energy PL band peaking near 0.35
eV is absent, although a weak emission from 0.4-0.5 eV is seen in sample b. The PL from
samples cut from the 100 ppm boule (samples d-h) were similar to that obtained from samples
a and b, in that the commonly observed 0.35-eV emission is absent and the spectra are
dominated by a broad near-edge PL band near 0.6 eV or higher. It is interesting that
incorporation of high levels of In donors has reduced or eliminated the radiative

(a)

PL Intensity (arbitrary units)

T = 10 K
2

7.6 W/cm

(b)
(c)

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Energy (eV)
Figure 6.1. PL at 10 K for three n-type In-doped CdGeAs2 samples: sample a (solid line),
Sample b (dotted line), and sample c (dashed line).
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recombination involving the deep acceptor associated with the 0.35-eV PL band. In contrast,
the PL from sample c shows two bands and is similar to PL spectra observed from p-type
samples having the two acceptors. Sample c has the lowest Hall mobility for this sample set.
The differences in PL behavior depicted in Fig. 6.1 (samples cut from the same boule) may be
partially explained by the typical variations in optical uniformity that have been reported for
undoped CdGeAs2 bulk crystals (Schunemann 2001, Nagashio 2004). Cross-sections cut
normal to the growth direction typically exhibit distinct regions of different optical
transparency and preferential incorporation of impurities, structural defects (dislocations), and
native defects (acceptors) may occur for certain facetted planes (Schunemann 2001). For
these intentionally doped samples, impurity segregation along the growth direction may also
be a factor.
The PL bands observed in CdGeAs2 samples a and b, while still lower than the 10-K
band gap, appear at higher energy and are broader in line-width than the normally observed
DAP band near 0.52-0.59 eV in p-type CdGeAs2 samples. For sample c, the origin of the
band near 0.51 eV is most likely the DAP transition involving a shallow donor and the 120meV acceptor. The peak of the 0.51-eV band shifted to higher energy with increasing laser
power. The magnitude of the peak shift was about 15 meV when the power density changed
one order of magnitude. This variation in peak position with excitation power is similar to
that attributed to the DAP recombination in p-type CdGeAs2 (Bai 2004b). The 0.51-eV peak
energy is slightly lower than that for most p-type samples we have studied, which suggests
that sample c is highly compensated with a larger magnitude of potential fluctuations than that
typically found in as-grown p-type CdGeAs2 samples. The temperature dependence of the
0.51-eV PL band from sample c also had similar behavior with the higher energy PL band in
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p-type samples (Bai 2004b). Thus, the higher energy band in sample c appears to be the same
DAP recombination at 10 K as that in p-type samples containing large concentrations of the
shallow 120-meV acceptor. Doping with indium donors did not suppress formation of the
shallow acceptor in CdGeAs2 grown by the HGF technique.

6.2

Effect of Free Carriers on PL Peak Energy
The near-edge PL band in the heavily In-doped samples is broad (see Fig. 6.1) and

shifts to higher energy with increasing electron concentration. Band-to-band (B-B), electronacceptor, and DAP transitions all have these features in highly doped semiconductors, thus, it
is often difficult to distinguish between these processes. The 0.51-eV PL band for sample c is
attributed as DAP recombination, so the data for the other In-doped samples with emission
peaking above 0.5 eV is compared to predictions for DAP in heavily doped materials. For
DAP recombination in n-type material, the Coulomb interaction between the ionized donor
and acceptor defects will increase with increasing donor concentration due to a decrease in
pair separation distance. Assuming that the free-electron concentration (n) scales with donor
concentration, the PL peak energy (EPL) will vary as follows (As 2000).
EPL = E0 + C n1/3

(6-1)

Here, E0 is the energy difference between the donor level and the acceptor level (i.e., E0 = Eg
–ED – EA). The parameter C is e2/2πεrε0 (in SI units) assuming the pair distance between the
donor and acceptor varies as r = ½n-1/3. For CdGeAs2, the relative dielectric constant εr is ~
15 and the calculated value for C is 1.92 x 10−8 eV⋅cm.
Figure 6.2 shows the measured PL peak energy vs. 300-K electron concentration for
the eight In-doped CdGeAs2 samples of our set having a PL band above 0.5 eV. For
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0.66
Indium-doped CdGeAs2
PL Peak Energy (eV)
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1018
Electron Concentration (cm-3)
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Figure 6.2. PL peak energy at 10 K vs. room-temperature electron concentration. The
dashed line is the “best-fit” using Eq. 6-1 with E0 = 0.43 eV and C = 1.3 x 10−7 eV⋅cm.
CdGeAs2 at 300 K, the intrinsic carrier concentration is about 2.7 x 1013 cm−3. The
degenerate doping level for n-type material is about 1 x 1017 cm−3. As shown in Table 6.1,
most of the doped samples are near or above this concentration, so the error introduced in
using the Hall measurement at 300 K for the PL analysis is assumed small. Also, it is
assumed that the donor levels are shallow and that most are thermally ionized at 300 K. The
dashed line is the best fit obtained using Eq. 6-1 and allowing both C and E0 to vary. This
approach gave E0 = 0.43 eV and C = 1.3 x 10−7 eV⋅cm. The E0 value is much lower than the
usual DAP energy value of ~0.55 eV in p-type material. Also, the DAP model can be ruled
out, as described using Eq. 6-1, because the parameter C obtained from the curve fit is one
order higher than the calculated value.
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A second possible origin of the peak shifts in PL for the heavily In-doped samples is
the free-to-bound transition, or electron-to-acceptor (e,A0). The effects of band filling, bandgap shrinkage, and band tailing due to high doping concentrations must be included (see
Chapter 3, section 4). Here, we include a nonzero crystal-field energy splitting when
determining the nonparabolicity coefficient and make predictions for our n-type CdGeAs2.
Equation 3-14 gives the predicted PL transition energy for B-B recombination. For free-tobound transitions, Eg in Eq. 3-14 is simply replaced with (Eg − EA).
In Eq. 3-19, the band gap shrinkage parameter β for CdGeAs2 is 1.89 x 10−8 eV⋅cm.
The parameter α, used in Eqs. 3-15 and 3-17, is a dimensionless nonparabolicity coefficient.
Taking the conduction band density-of-states effective mass in CdGeAs2 to be m* = 0.036m0
and εr =15, the calculation results gives EF0 and Ecc as a function of free-electron
concentration (n) in the following forms.

EF0 = 10.13 x 10-14 n2/3 eV

(6-2)

Ecc = 6.75 x 10-14 n2/3 eV

(6-3)

Next, an expression for the nonparabolicity coefficient α np , appropriate for our noncubic
crystal structure, must be used. From the k⋅p method, a derivation (see Appendix A) of the
nonparabolicity coefficient was performed. The resulting expression for the coefficient α np
can be expressed in terms of Eg, E1, E2, Δcf, and Δso as follows.

α np
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Using a low-temperature band gap energy of Eg = 0.67 eV, we find that α np = 0.776 for
CdGeAs2. This value for α np is used in Eqs. 3-15 and 3-17, and shifts in PL peak energy
predicted for the free-to-bound recombination model can be compared to the data from the Indoped CdGeAs2 samples.
Figure 6.3 shows the PL peak energies and the predicted free-to-bound transition
energies for the shallow 120-meV acceptor in CdGeAs2 assuming a parabolic conduction
band (dashed line) or a nonparabolic band (solid line). The effect on the acceptor level by
incorporation of the donor dopant is assumed negligible. The free-to-bound transition

Figure 6.3. PL peak energy at 10 K vs. room-temperature electron concentration. The dashed
line is the prediction for the electron-acceptor transition if band nonparabolicity is
ignored. The solid line includes the nonparabolicity and is in better agreement
with the data. The PL from samples c and h are assigned to DAP recombination
and occur at lower energies. The acceptor level associated with these PL
emissions is ~120 meV above the valence band.
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energy is given by Eg – EA = (0.67 – 0.12) eV = 0.55 eV (call this EPL) in the limit of an
unperturbed band gap. This 120-meV acceptor energy is based on PL results obtained from
p-type as-grown CdGeAs2 (Bai 2004b). Also, electrical activation energies of between 100 to
150 meV have been reported for as-grown p-type CdGeAs2 (Fischer 1997). The inclusion of

α np in the model for (e,A) luminescence gives predicted transition energies which are in
excellent agreement with the PL peak energies for n > 2 x 1018 cm-3. Because the
donor/conduction band states are merged at high free-carrier concentrations, the nature of the
high-energy PL band from the heavily In-doped n-type samples can be treated as free-tobound, or electron-to-acceptor (e,A0) recombination. Thus, bulk CdGeAs2 samples grown by
the HGF technique and containing large concentrations of indium donors still have the
shallow acceptor defects, and it is these localized states that serve as the ground state for the
radiative recombination.
The linewidth of the PL band from heavily In-doped CdGeAs2 samples increased with
electron concentration. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the high-energy PL
band is plotted as a function of n in Figure 6.4. Increases in PL linewidth due to an increase
in Fermi level are often described by a n2/3 power law (Yoshikawa 1999).

FWHM = W0 + k n2/3

(6-5)

The PL linewidths from the In-doped samples, especially at the higher concentrations, are
well described by this power law. The solid line in Fig. 6.xx is a “best fit” obtained using Eq.
6-5 and W0 = 0.019 eV and k = 2.9 x 10−14 eV⋅cm2. The line broadening in the In-doped
samples is consistent with band filling.
Table 6.1 also includes four low n-type CdGeAs2 samples. The PL spectra for these
four samples only had the one broad DAP band peaking near 0.35 eV due to shallow donors
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Figure 6.4. The FWHM of the 10 K PL band vs. the 300 K electron concentration for
CdGeAs2 samples doped heavily with indium. The solid line is a curve fit
using Eq. 6-5.
and deep 0.26-eV acceptors (Bai 2005a). Two of the four samples, i and j, were cut from a
boule doped with 10 ppm indium. This boule was grown along the [112] direction and, for
undoped crystals, improved sample transparency is often obtained when this growth direction
is used. Large concentrations of the shallow 120-meV acceptor may not have been present in
this material. The PL from these two samples suggests that this low In-doping level was not
sufficient to suppress the deep-level band. The two other low n-type samples, k and l, were
cut from boules doped with rather high concentrations of Te or Se, respectively. Figure 6.5
shows representative spectra obtained from these two samples. Group-VI impurities, such as
the Te and Se used here, will act as singly ionized donors when incorporated on the anion site
in CdGeAs2. Thus, it is tempting to consider that doping on the As site will effect formation
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of the shallow GeAs native defect during growth. As a result, the DAP recombination or (e,A)
recombination associated with shallow GeAs acceptors could be reduced or eliminated.

Figure 6.5. PL spectra from n-type CdGeAs2 doped with Te (sample k) or Se (sample l).

This section shows that the combination of PL and Hall data from n-type CdGeAs2
crystals doped with indium, selenium, or tellurium can be used to determine which acceptor
states are present. In samples heavily doped with indium, the PL band related to the deep
native acceptor is absent, while the shifts in energy of the near-edge PL is consistent with
(e,A0) recombination associated with the shallow 120-meV acceptor level (previously
attributed to GeAs). In the analysis, band filling, band tailing, and band shrinkage effects were
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accounted for, and an expression was derived to describe the nonparabolicity of the
conduction band for nonzero Δcf. In Se- and Te-doped samples, the PL due to the shallow
acceptor level is absent, although the deep-level PL is still observed. The absence of the deep
acceptor in highly indium-doped samples suggests that doping on the group II site is
particularly effective in eliminating this defect.

6.3

Effect of Free Carriers on Infrared Data
At sufficiently high doping densities, an increase in the carrier effective mass (m*) is

observed in many semiconductors. The concentration dependence of m* is given by
1
1
=
m * m*0

⎛
⎞
⎜ 1 − 2φ ⎟
⎜ Eg ⎟
⎝
⎠

(6-6)

where m0* is the effective mass at k = 0 assuming a parabolic band, Eg is the band gap at k =
0, and φ is a function of the carrier density n and the dimensionless non-parabolicity
coefficient αnp. In particular,

⎛ =2 ⎞
⎟
* ⎟
2
m
0 ⎠
⎝

φ = α np (3π 2 n ) ⎜⎜
2/3

(6-7)

An expression for αnp, appropriate for non-zero crystal-field splittings, is given in the
literature (Bai 2005b). For n-type CdGeAs2, using Eg = 0.57 eV, m0* = 0.036me (where me is
the free-electron mass), and αnp = 0.776, Eq. 6-6 can be rewritten as

(

1
1
=
1 − 2.75 x10 −13 n 2 / 3
m * 0.036me

)

(6-8)

Figure 6.6 is a graph of Eq. 6-8 showing the dependence of m* on carrier concentration n.
Free-electron concentrations in CdGeAs2 at levels exceeding mid-1017 cm-3 begin to cause
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significant increases in m*, and corresponding changes in relaxation times and scattering rates
are expected to affect optical absorption behaviors. Table 6.2 provides the experimentally

Figure 6.6. Electron effective mass vs. electron concentration in CdGeAs2. The
conduction band non-parabolicity is included, according to Eq. 6-8.

measured electron concentrations and electron mobilities and the calculated effective masses
for the ten n-type CdGeAs2 samples included in the present study.
Next, the optical data from the n-type samples is used to test the validity of a
concentration-dependent m*. Representative absorption spectra are shown in Fig. 6.7 for
three of the In-doped samples. In these n-type samples, the discrete intervalence band
absorption at 5.5 μm is completely eliminated, and the increase in absorption coefficient α at
longer wavelengths is due to free carriers (i.e., electrons). The absorption coefficient follows
the expression αf ~ λp (Pankove 1971), where the exponent p can vary from 1.5 to 3.5
depending on the dominant scattering mechanism in the material. See Table 6.2 for the p
values determined for the CdGeAs2 samples. In general, acoustic-phonon scattering will be
described by p ≈ 1.5, scattering by optical phonons gives p ≈ 2.5, and scattering by ionized
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Table 6.2. Summary of Hall data and free-carrier absorption for n-type CdGeAs2.

Hall Data at 300 K
Sample

Predicted
Mass

μ
(in cm2/V-s)

p

Measured
Optical Mass

m*/me

from
α ~ λp

1030

0.138

3.4

0.13

2.7 x 1018

970

0.079

3.5

0.12

c(1)

4.6 x 1017

200

0.041

3.4

---

d(2)

2.9 x 1018

990

0.084

3.3

---

e(2)
f(2)

1.9 x 1018
1.8 x 1018

1390
1490

0.062
0.061

3.5
3.5

-----

g(2)

1.6 x 1018

1360

0.058

3.4

---

h(2)

1.5 x 1018

1420

0.057

3.5

---

i(2)

3.3 x 1017

2040

0.041

3.2

---

j(2)

2.3 x 1017

2770

0.040

3.3

---

(1)

n
(in cm−3)

a

18

4.3 x 10

b(1)

mopt*/me

(1)
(2)

Grown at BAE Systems.
Grown at Stanford University.

Figure 6.7. Absorption coefficient vs. wavelength for three n-type CdGeAs2 samples.
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impurities is described by p ≈ 3 or 3.5. All three kinds of scattering may occur, but the
dominant mechanism depends on impurity concentration and sample quality.
Since the power-law dependence of αf on λ suggests ionized impurity scattering is
dominant, the absorption coefficient should have the following functional form (Fan 1956)
αf =

nN i
* 1.5

λ3.5 (x Constant )

(6-9)

(m )

where Ni is the concentration of ionized centers, and n and m* have their previous meanings.
For intrinsic CdGeAs2, the 300-K electron concentration is approximately 2.6 x 1013 cm−3.
Hole concentrations of 1015−1016 cm−3 are typically observed in high-quality crystals due to
native acceptors. If a sufficient indium doping level is used to compensate these acceptors
and produce n > 1017 cm−3, one can assume Ni ≈ n. Thus, the absorption at a particular
spectral position should vary as αf **(m*)1.5~ n2. Experimental values of absorption
coefficients at 5 μm are then used to evaluate whether a concentration-dependent m* is
needed. This particular wavelength was chosen since αf values could be determined for all
ten samples (i.e., at longer wavelengths, the absorbance for the most heavily doped samples
was out of the spectrometer absorbance range).
The results are shown in Fig. 6.8 as either αf vs. n2 or the product αf(m*)1.5 vs. n2.
The m* values were determined using Eq. 6-8. Note that each vertical axis spans 4 decades,
and a sublinear power-law behavior in the αf vs. n2 plot is clearly indicated. The absorption at
a particular spectral position in these samples cannot be explained using a constant electron
effective mass. The dashed line is a best fit to a power-law relation of the form αf ~ (n2)k and
gives k = 0.619. The solid line is a best fit showing a linear relation between αf and
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n2(m*)−1.5. Here, even the highest doped samples follow the trend, and the large predicted
increases in m* are consistent with the measured αf intensities.

Figure 6.8. Correlation between optical and electrical data for n-type CdGeAs2:In samples.
Using filled triangles, the absorption coefficient (αf) due to free carriers is plotted
vs. n2, and shows a sublinear power dependence. Using filled circles, the linear
dependence of the product αf∗(effective mass)1.5 on n2 is shown.

A correlation between αf and n, based on Eq. 6-9, yields the following expression for
n-type CdGeAs2:In.
α f = ( 2.76 × 10 −38 ) n 2 ( 1 − 2.75 × 10 −13 n 2 / 3 )1.5 λ p

(6-10)

Here, αf, n, and λ have units of cm-1, cm-3, and μm, respectively, and p ≈ 3.5. Many of
today’s CdGeAs2 crystals have large dimensions (many mm in thickness) and are intended for
use in frequency conversion laser devices. Thus, Eq. 6-9 allows a determination of “overdoping” in samples with long optical path lengths, and having dimensions that are
inappropriate for Hall measurements.
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The free-carrier effects on sample reflectivity also depend on carrier mass. The
reflectivity will reach a minimum near the plasma resonance frequency of the sample. A
previous study using plasma reflection (Zlatkin 1970) showed an increase in mopt* in n-type
CdGeAs2 from 0.034me to 0.074me for samples in the high-1017 to mid-1018 cm-3 range.
These mass values are low compared to our expectations based on Eq. 6-8. The plasma
resonance wavelength λp can be described by the following expression (in SI units):
*

λp =

2πc ( mopt ε opt ε 0

1
)2

1
2 2
( ne )

(6-11)

where n is the electron concentration, mopt* is the effective mass of the carriers, εopt is the
optical dielectric constant, and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. In the ideal case, the reflectance
R will decrease to zero at a wavelength corresponding to
λ=

ε opt − 1
ε opt

λp

(6-12)

Reflectance spectra from samples a and b are shown in Fig. 6.9, and a spectrum from a
p-type sample is included for reference. Since these n-type samples have fairly high
absorption in the infrared, contributions due to multiple reflections should be small.
Reflection minima occur at about 19.3 and 23.1 μm for these two samples. For lower-doped
samples, the reflectance did not vary much within this spectral range. The plasma resonance
wavelengths calculated using Eq. 6-12 and εopt = 12 are 20.2 μm and 24.0 μm for samples a
and b, respectively. The mopt* values determined using Eq. 6-11 and λp are 0.13me and
0.12me. These values are higher than those reported by Zlatkin, but agree very well with the
predicted concentration-dependent m*. Some error is expected in our comparison of m* and
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Figure 6.9. Reflectance spectra at room temperature for (a) n-type CdGeAs2:In, sample a;
(b) n- type CdGeAs2:In, sample b; and (c) p-type CdGeAs2 (p300 K = 4 x 1016 cm−3).

mopt*, since the Hall r factor was assumed to be 1. For r > 1, the actual concentration n will
be slightly greater than nH. Also, the reflectance data are probing the near-surface region and
sample polishing may affect the carrier concentration near the surface, while the Hall
measurements give an averaged value for the thin sample plate.
Here, the concentration-dependence of the electron effective mass m* has been
evaluated and shown to affect optical absorption spectra in n-type CdGeAs2. The free-carrier
absorption in n-type CdGeAs2 crystals follows a n2(m*)−1.5 dependence, consistent with
ionized impurity scattering. The magnitudes of the m* increases were further supported using
infrared reflectance data for two heavily doped n-type samples. N-type doped CdGeAs2
unfortunately does not meet the required low infrared absorption conditions required for the
nonlinear laser device applications. The next chapter will explore electrical and optical data
from additional p-type doped CdGeAs2.
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CHAPTER 7
DOPED P-TYPE CdGeAs2

In order to reduce or eliminate the intervalence absorption band, intentional doping
with donor impurities can provide the needed compensation. In Chapter 6, the electrical and
optical properties of donor-doped CdGeAs2 samples were discussed. Indium is believed to
incorporate on the Group II site in CdGeAs2 and the In3+ ions are closely matched to Cd2+
ions in size. Both selenium and tellurium are believed to incorporate on the Group V anion
site (the As site) in order to behave as singly ionized donors. Other Group III impurities
include aluminum and gallium. Studies of their behavior in CdGeAs2 have been scarce. The
preferred site for these ions to incorporate has not been established. Also, doping with
transition-metal-ions such as iron and copper may be useful in exploring growth methods
which minimize the deep acceptor in CdGeAs2. In this chapter, the electrical and optical
properties of p-type CdGeAs2 crystals intentionally doped with Al, Ga, Fe, and Cu is
described. The concentrations of dopants added to the melt were 50 ppm for Al and Ga, and
1000 ppm for Fe and Cu. The resulting electrical properties of samples cut from these boules
will help establish whether these impurities are donors or acceptors in CdGeAs2.

7.1

Optical and Hall Data from Doped P-Type CdGeAs2
When compared to as-grown p-type CdGeAs2, intentionally doped p-type CdGeAs2

samples should have similar optical and electrical properties. Absorption data taken at room
temperature from samples doped with Al, Ga, Fe, and Cu are plotted in Fig. 7.1. The
intervalence band at 5.5 μm is present in most of doped samples. The Cu doped samples have
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relatively higher absorption than the others. The absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm from Fedoped CdGeAs2 samples were the lowest in this study. Most of the Ga-doped samples
showed very high absorbance in the FTIR measurement, which means a large concentration
of holes or scattering centers, or both. The lowest absorption Ga-doped sample has an
absorption coefficient at 5.5 μm of α = 14 cm−1. The absorption values measured for the three
Al-doped samples were smaller. A summary of sample characteristics is given in Table 7.1.
The absorption data in Fig. 7.1 show the typical absorption characteristics of p-type
CdgeAs2. In Fig. 7.2, the PL spectra taken at 10 K from these same four samples show that
the Fe-doped and Al-doped samples have both 0.35 eV and near-0.55 eV emission bands.
The Cu-doped and Ga-doped samples have only the near-0.55eV emission band. The near
0.55 eV band is most probably the shallow DAP emission. The Fe-doped sample, which has

3.5
Fe63E-T
Cu64D-T
Ga65-DC
Al66-BR

3.0

Absorbance OD
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Figure 7.1. Absorption spectra taken at room temperature for four p-type doped
CdGeAs2 samples. Samples are doped with (a) Fe, (b) Al, (c) Ga, and
(d) Cu.
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Figure 7.2. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 10 K using 7.6 W/cm2 excitation from a
Nd:YAG laser. Samples are doped with (a) Fe, (b) Al, (c) Ga, and (d) Cu.
the lowest absorption in this sample set, has almost no detectable 0.55 eV PL. This result
suggests that doping with Fe may be a method to suppress the shallow acceptor transitions.
The PL line-widths of the near-edge 0.55 eV band shown in Fig. 7.2 vary from about
40 meV to 60 meV. The emission peak positions vary from about 0.56 eV to 0.60 eV. This
variation is similar to that which has been reported for DAP recombination in as-grown
CdGeAs2 samples (Bai 2000b). In Table 7.1, the relation between the hole concentration pH
and absorption α agrees with the relation established for as-grown p-type samples. There are
only two cases of type conversion in the measurement range. One of these is an Al-doped
sample and the other is an Fe-doped sample. Both of these samples are low p-type (thus, have
the type conversion < 400 K) with low absorption coefficient α. The conversion temperatures
are 395 K and 378 K, respectively. Gallium doped samples are found to be the highest p-type
samples in this sample set, and carrier concentrations are about 1018 cm−3. This doping level
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Table 7.1. Summary of Hall, absorption and PL results from doped CdGeAs2. An as-grown
sample (015-C3-a) is listed for comparison. If a sample only had the deep PL emission, then
“No peak” is entered in the right column; NA = not measured.
Sample

Dopant

Absorption
Coefficient at
5.5 μm
(cm−1)

Carrier
Concentration at
300 K
pH (cm−3)

Near-Edge PL
Peak Energy
(eV)

Al66-BL

Aluminum

8.43

3.21 x 1016

0.596

Al66-BC

Aluminum

5.54

2.98 x 1016

0.584

Al66-BR

Aluminum

0.76

3.65 x 1015

0.594

Ga65-BL

Gallium

out of range

1.60 x 1018

0.591

Ga65-DC

Gallium

14.3

8.36 x 1015

0.581

Cu64D-B

Copper

18.5

9.03 x 1016

NA

Cu64D-T

Copper

13.9

5.81 x 1016

0.576

Fe63E-T

Iron

0.53

2.87 x 1015

No peak

Fe62E-T

Iron

13.2

9.23 x 1015

NA

Fe62C-B

Iron

0.55

2.10 x 1016

NA

015-C3-a

undoped

0.45

1.32 x 1015

No peak

does not make the sample degenerate, but it is close to the degenerate level of 7 x 1018 cm−3.
It appears that Ga impurities are effective acceptors in CdGeAs2. This indicates that gallium
substitutes for germanium and becomes a singly ionized acceptor (i.e, a Group III on a Group
IV site). Another characteristic of Ga-doped material is the absence of the 0.35 eV PL band
related to deep acceptors. The high concentration of acceptors, and the lowering of the Fermi
level, may be responsible for a suppression of the deep acceptor during growth. The Cudoped samples also have only the near-0.55 eV PL emission band, similar to the Ga doped
material.
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Hall Comparison of Doped and As-grown CdGeAs2
From Hall data, there appears to be a similarity between some of the doped CdGeAs2

samples and some as-grown CdGeAs2 samples. In Figs. 7.3 and 7.4, the Hall data for two
samples are plotted. These two samples have the lowest absorption coefficients at 5.5 μm and
very weak 0.55 eV PL bands. For the as-grown sample, the absorption α = 0.45 cm−1 (this is
the sample B referred to in Ch. 5). For the doped sample, the absorption is α = 0.53 cm−1.
The optical data does not distinguish between the samples, however, the Hall data shows that
the carrier concentration of the as-grown sample is about 2 times lower than the carrier
concentration in the Fe-doped (1000 ppm) sample. At room temperature, the carrier
concentration of as-grown sample is 1.32 x 1015 cm−3 and the other is 2.87 x 1015 cm−3. From
Table 7.2. Summary of Hall fitting parameters for doped p-type samples. The pH, RH, and μ
values were taken at 300 K.
Sample

Carrier
Concentration
at 300 K
pH (cm−3)

Hall Coeff.
RH

Mobility
μ

Na
(from fit)

(cm2/V s)

Activation
Energy
Ea
(meV)

(cm3/C)

(cm−3)

r = Nd/Na
(from fit)

Al66-BL

3.21 x 1016

200

262.8

146.4

1.08 x 1018

0.3998

Al66-BC

2.98 x 1016

209.3

236

151.2

6.00 x 1017

0.335

Al66-BR

3.65 x 1015

181.1

165.0

9.17 x 1017

0.7539

Ga65-BL

1.60 x 1018

152.1

No trend

No trend

No trend

Ga65-DC

8.36 x 1015

747

4.5

154.1

1.00 x 1018

0.6745

Cu64D-B

9.03 x 1016

69.1

129.1

No trend

No trend

No trend

Cu64D-T

5.81 x 1016

107.4

200

No trend

1.3 x 1018

0.000

Fe63E-T

2.87 x 1015

161.7

174.0

5.02 x 1017

0.7092

Fe62E-T

9.23 x 1015

676.4

232.9

162.6

5.00 x 1018

0.5653

Fe62C-B

2.10 x 1016

297.5

241.9

160.0

5.81 x 1017

0.371

015-C3-a

1.32 x 1015

122.5

181.8

1.00 x 1017

0.8137

1711
3.911

2176

4471
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Figure 7.3. Carrier concentration vs temperature for as-grown sample (curve a) and an irondoped sample (curve b). Both samples have low 5.5 μm absorption coefficients.
the fitting results, the predicted acceptor concentration Na in the doped sample is 5 times
higher than in the as-grown sample. This indicates that the iron impurity could play a role as
a donor, rather than as an acceptor in the sample. Iron impurities would substitute for Cd in
the CdGeAs2 lattice. The iron impurities are divalent in n-type material and trivalent in ptype material, i.e., an electron from the iron atom compensates an acceptor and the Fe is left in
the 3+ charge state.
A summary of Hall fitting parameters is given in Table 7.2. The fitted Hall mobility
ratios b for the doped and as-grown samples (shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4) are ba= 26.6 and bb=
20, respectively. As mentioned in Ch. 5, a decrease in mobility ratio will increase the
conversion temperature. The doped sample has a conversion temperature ~40 K higher than
the as-grown sample. The higher conversion temperature could result from the lower
compensation ratio r = 0.703, which is 0.1 smaller than as-grown sample. The activation
energy Ea and acceptor concentration Na values are not significantly different between these
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two samples. At this research phase, it appears that doping with Fe, Al, Cu, or Ga in
CdGeAs2 does not reach the goal of eliminating the intervalence band absorption completely.
However, doping with Fe appears to be better than the other impurities. Doping with gallium
or aluminum is definitely a means to produce higher p-type material, rather than lower p-type
material.
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Figure 7.4. Hall mobility vs temperature for as-grown sample (black, curve a)and an irondoped sample (red, curve b). Both samples have low 5.5 μm absorption.

7.3

Prediction of Potential Fluctuation Depth Using Hall Data
The near-edge PL band occurring near 0.55 eV has been attributed to DAP

recombination between a 14 meV shallow donor level and a 120 meV acceptor level (Bai
2004b). The peak position of the DAP emission depends on the hole concentration and the
level of compensation. The region including the near 0.55 PL band for seven doped p-type
CdGeAs2 samples is shown in Fig 7.5. All of these doped p-type samples have this near-edge
emission peaking at an energy > 0.55 eV. This is quite different from the behavior reported
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Figure 7.5. Photoluminescence spectra taken at 10 K using 7.6 W/cm2 excitation
from a Nd:YAG laser. The peak position of the near-edge emission band
shifts from 0.576 eV to 0.596 eV.
(Bai 2004b) for as-grown undoped samples. The peak energy of DAP recombination in the
presence of potential fluctuations is given by H. P. Gislason (Gislason 1993).
E PL = E g − ( E D − E A ) − 2Γ

(7-1)

where Γ is the average potential well depth. For p-type material, the well depth Γ can be
described by
Γ=

e2
4πε 0 ε r rS

× ( N T rS3 )1 / 2

(7-2)

where ε 0 is the free space permittivity and ε r is the relative dielectric constant. NT is the
total concentration of charged particles (donors and acceptors) in the material which is also
expressed as N A− + N D +, where N A− is the ionized acceptor concentration and N D + is the
ionized donor concentration. We assume all donors are ionized, so ND = ND+. One approach
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to define the screening length rS , needed for Eq. 7-2, has been reported by H. P. Gislason
(Gislason 1993). In that work, rS is written in terms of the measured hole concentration,
rS =

N T1 / 3
. Then, substitution into Eq. 7-2 gives the following.
p H2 / 3

e2

2/3

2/3

N
N
Γ=
× T1 / 3 = 9.603 × 10 −6 × T1 / 3 (meV )
4πε 0 ε r
pH
pH

(7-3)

Using Eq 7-3, a prediction of the variation of potential fluctuation with temperature can be
obtained by using the fitted Hall measurement data. The potential fluctuation depth varies
with the temperature dependent carrier concentration pH . Eq. 7-3 can be used in cases when
the experimental data do not provide a direct determination of the activation energy, e.g.,
from a highly doped CdGeAs2 sample.
As illustration of the magnitude of potential fluctuations that can be present in
CdGeAs2, two particular samples were considered. The N T value was assumed to be nearly
constant. For the sample Cu64-D-T (refer to as sample a), a value N T ≈ 2 × 1017 cm −3 was
used. For the sample Ga65-BL (refer to as sample b), a value N T ≈ 2 × 1018 cm −3 was used.
These two values are just over the highest hole concentration in their respective Hall data. In
Fig 7.6, the predicted potential fluctuation depths for these two doped p-type CdGeAs2
samples are plotted versus temperature. The samples Cu64-D-T and Ga65-BL have similar
PL intensities for the two emission bands (0.55eV and weak 0.35eV band). Also, both Cu64D-T and Ga65-BL samples are high p-type CdGeAs2 samples, with carrier concentrations >
1016 cm-3 at low temperature. Over the temperature range considered, the predicted potential
fluctuation energies vary by 20 meV for sample a, and vary by 10 meV for sample b.
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Figure 7.6. Predicted potential fluctuation depth vs temperature obtained using Hall data and
a screening length rS = N T1 / 3 / p H2 / 3 . The two samples have comparable PL intensities of the
near-edge emission band, however, the Hall data indicate different Γ values.
A second approach uses the Debye-Huckle screening length rS . Under the DebyeHuckle approximation, rS is equal to the Debye screening length rD , which is written as
1/ 2

⎛ε ε k T ⎞
rD = ⎜ 0 r2 B ⎟
⎝ en ⎠

(7-4)

where n is carrier concentration and k B is Boltzmann’s constant. Again, the magnitude of Γ in
Eq. 7-2 can be calculated in CdGeAs2 using the relative dielectric constant ε r and Hall data.
To obtain a specific value NT , the acceptor concentration NA and compensation ratio r (ND+ =
N D = r N A ) from Hall data fitting are used. A portion of the acceptor states are compensated
by donors. The remaining portion will then contribute holes to the valence band, thus
becoming ionized. The concentration of these latter ionized acceptors is given by
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N A− =

(1 − r ) N A
1 + g exp( E a / k BT )

(7-5)

where g = 2 for our case.
Hall carrier concentration of p-type CdGeAs2 is assumed to be close in value to the
actual hole concentration. We could then use the measured Hall carrier concentration p H as
the carrier concentration n. The net charged particle concentration is N T = (1 − r ) N A− + 2rN A ,
using NA− as defined by Eq. 7-5, which then yield the following result.
⎡
⎤
1− r
1/ 4
⎢(1 + 2 exp( E / k T ) + 2r ) N A ⎥
2
e
⎛ ε 0ε r k B T ⎞
a
B
⎣
⎦
Γ=
⎜
⎟ ×
2
1/ 4
4πε 0ε r ⎝ e
pH
⎠

1/ 2

(7-6a)

Eq. 7-6a is a general result including the explicit temperature dependence. For p-type
CdGeAs2, by using ε r =15, and expressing both NA and pH in cm−3 units, then the potential
fluctuation depth (in meV) is
⎡
⎤
1− r
Γ = 4.965 × 10 −5 × ⎢(
+ 2r ) N A ⎥
⎣ 1 + 2 exp( Ea / k BT )
⎦

1
2

1
4

⎛ T ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ ( meV )
⎝ pH ⎠

(7-6b)

The Hall data fitting results of two additional samples (Al66-BL and Ga65-DC) are then used,
along with Eq. 7-6b, to calculate the temperature dependent potential fluctuation depth Γ.
The Hall data are listed in Table 7.1, and the results for Γ using this approach are shown in
Fig. 7.7. Near room temperature, the predictions of potential fluctuation depths are about 10
meV to 20 meV, which is in good agreement with the PL data. The divergence of the
predicted potential fluctuation magnitudes at low temperature may be caused by invalidation
of the Debye-Huckle screening length approximation. The Debye screening length is derived
under Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics approximation, which is valid for temperature over 150
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K for our cases. So, we could expect the usefulness of Eq. 7-6b to be restricted to the high
temperature range.
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Figure 7.7. Predicted potential fluctuation depth vs temperature obtained using
the Debye screening length.
A third approach to the effective screening length for the Coulombic interaction is to
assume the Fermi-Thomas screening length (Kane 1963). This approach should be more
appropriate for estimation of the potential fluctuation well depth energy in samples at low
temperature. The Fermi-Thomas screening length rF is given by

1 ⎛ ε 0ε r = 2 ⎞
rF = ⎜⎜ 2 * ⎟⎟
2⎝ e m ⎠

1/ 2

(π / 3)1 / 6
pH

1/ 6

4.896 × 10 −6
≈
1/ 6
pH

(7-7)

Substitution of Eq. 7-7 into Eq. 7-2 (i.e., use rF instead of rS ) will lead to determination of
potential fluctuations under the Fermi-Thomas screening length approximation. The result is
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⎡
⎤
1− r
Γ = 6.719 ×10 −8 × ⎢(
+ 2r ) N A ⎥
⎣ 1 + 2 exp( E a / k B T )
⎦

1
2

1
12

⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟ (meV )
⎝ pH ⎠

(7-8)

Figure 7.8 shows the potential fluctuations of samples Al66-BL and Ga65-DC. By using the
Fermi-Thomas screening length, the predictions of potential fluctuation for these two samples
varies only from 2 meV to 15 meV. These values are in good agreement with PL data over
the entire temperature range considered, and also in excellent agreement with Γ values
reported previously (Bai 2004b).
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Figure 7.8. Predicted potential fluctuation depth vs temperature obtained by
using the Fermi-Thomas screening length.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY

In this dissertation project, over 100 samples from more than 20 boules of CdGeAs2
were studied. The samples were cut from different axial and radial positions in a boule, and
the electrical and optical properties were determined using Hall effect, infrared absorption,
and infrared photoluminescence measurements. A carrier transport model, including
consideration of ambipolar conductivity was used in the analysis of Hall data. Correlations
between Hall carrier concentration and absorption have been established for p-type CdGeAs2
samples. Through the analysis of the temperature dependant Hall data, the activation energy,
electron and hole mobility ratio (b), and compensation ratio (r) have been better understood.
A relation between the type conversion temperature of p-type samples and absorption
coefficient at 5.5 μm has been found. For n-type CdGeAs2 samples heavily doped with
indium, a correlation has been established between the free-electron concentration (n) and the
peak position of the near-band-edge photoluminescence emission. Also, for n-type samples,
the dependence of the electron effective mass on carrier concentration was determined for
CdGeAs2 and compared with absorption data. The electrical and optical properties of the ptype samples doped with Fe, Al, Ga, or Cu were also measured. A model of potential
fluctuations resulting from large concentrations of ionized donors and acceptors was used to
connect Hall and PL data. Several approaches to treating the screening radius were explored
and predictions of the magnitude of potential fluctuations were made, as based on Hall data.
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The important conclusions derived from the experimental and computational results of
this dissertation are listed next. In general, this work showed that parameters obtained from
Hall data could be used to explain or predict the optical properties of CdGeAs2 samples.

1. A carrier transport model was applied to fit the Hall data from p-type CdGeAs2 (Eq.
2-29). The numerical expressions used in the simulation assumed one acceptor level and
assumed all donors were ionized. P-to-n-type conversion was observed within the
temperature measurement range for low p-type samples. In the simulations, the conversion
temperature was shown to be sensitive to the numerical values of the mobility ratio b and
compensation ratio r.
2. The room-temperature hole concentration p of p-type CdGeAs2 samples was
correlated with the room-temperature absorption coefficient α at 5.5 μm (i.e., the absorption
strength of the intervalence band transition). Ambipolar conduction was included for high
quality, low-absorption samples, and the resulting empirical expression was obtained.
p = (0.3+7.5α) ×1015 cm−3
3. The p-to-n-type conversion temperature was related to the absorption coefficient α.
The conversion temperature follows the temperature dependence of the intrinsic carrier
concentration: ni ~ T1.5exp(Eg/2kBT).
B

4. The activation energy for a deep acceptor in CdGeAs2 has been determined by
correlating Hall data with absorption and PL data. By using the relation Ea = Ea0 – Cth p1/3,
and assuming the acceptors are only partially ionized at room temperature, the activation
energy for dilute carrier concentration Ea0 = 253 meV was determined. Here, the constant Cth
was calculated to be 2.55×10−5 meV·cm.
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5. The Hall mobility of free carriers in p-type CdGeAs2 samples is limited by nonpolar optical phonon scattering at high temperatures, and ionized impurity scattering at low
temperatures.
6. The near-edge photoluminescence from heavily indium-doped n-type CdGeAs2
samples shifts to higher energy and becomes broader with increasing carrier concentration.
Effects due to the conduction band non-parabolicity were considered, and an expression for
the non-parabolicity coefficient αnp was obtained which is appropriate for tetragonal crystal
structures (Eq. 6-4). For CdGeAs2, the value for αnp is 0.776.
7. The non-parabolicity of the conduction band is the origin of a concentrationdependent electron effective mass. In CdGeAs2, an expression for this non-parabolic
effective mass was determined: 1 =
m*

(

)

1
1 − 2.75 ×10 −13 n 2 / 3 , and used to correlate Hall
0.036me

and infrared reflectivity results. An expression was then proposed to relate the carrier
concentration (as determined using Hall measurements) to the free-carrier absorption
coefficient which uses the non-parabolic effective mass.

α f = (6.51× 10

−38

) n (1 − 2.75 × 10
2

−13

n

2/3

3
2

) λp

8. The electrical and optical properties of p-type CdGeAs2 samples doped with Fe, Cu,
Al, and Ga were studied. Al and Ga are found to be effective acceptors, and incorporate on
the Ge site in CdGeAs2. Iron appears to be a deep donor, and helps to compensate any
acceptors that are present. Copper is most likely an acceptor, but further study is needed.
9. A variation in the peak energy of the near-edge PL from doped p-type CdGeAs2
samples was observed. These energy shifts are attributed to potential fluctuations produced
by large concentrations of ionized donors and acceptors. Predictions of the temperature
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dependence of the potential fluctuation well depth were made. Using the Debye-Huckle
screening length approximation, the well depth Γ is given by
1

1

⎡
⎤2 ⎛ T ⎞4
1− r
⎟⎟ (meV ) .
Γ = 4.965 × 10 −5 × ⎢(
+ 2r ) N A ⎥ ⎜⎜
⎣ 1 + 2 exp( E a / k B T )
⎦ ⎝ pH ⎠
This approximation has limited use at low temperatures. An alternate method uses the FermiThomas screening length approximation, which then gives the well depth Γ as
1

1

⎡
⎤ 2 ⎛ 1 ⎞ 12
1− r
⎟⎟ (meV ) .
Γ = 6.719 ×10 −8 × ⎢(
+ 2r ) N A ⎥ ⎜⎜
⎣ 1 + 2 exp( E a / k B T )
⎦ ⎝ pH ⎠
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Appendix A
Derivation of non-parabolicity coefficient α np .

Using the k⋅p method, the following equation (Kildal 1974) was used. The equation
has been modified by assuming that the minimum conduction band of CdGeAs2 is nearly
isotropic.
1
2
E ( E − E1 − E g )( E − E1 )( E − E 2 ) = k 2 P 2 E ( E + Δso )
3
3
2
1
+ k 2 P 2 [( E − E1 )( E − E 2 ) − Δso ( E + Δcf )]
3
3

(A-1)

In Eq. A-1, P is the momentum matrix element, Δcf is the crystal-field energy splitting, and Δso
is the spin-orbit energy splitting. The energy values E1 and E2 are calculated from Δso and Δcf .

E1, 2 = − 12 ( Δ so + Δcf ) ± 12 [( Δso + Δcf ) 2 − 83 Δso ⋅ Δcf ]

1

2

(A-2)

Under the parabolic band approximation, the conduction band energy Ec (relative to the
second highest valence band V2) can also be written in terms of the free-space electron mass
m and the matrix element P.

Ec = E g + E1 +

( =k )2 k 2 P 2 E g + E1 + 23 Δ so
+
2m
3 E g ( E g + E1 − E2 )

Δ ( E + E1 + Δ cf ⎞
2k 2 P 2 ⎛⎜
⎟
+
1 − so g
3( E g + E1 ) ⎜⎝ 3E g ( E g + E1 − E 2 ) ⎟⎠

(A-3)

The conduction band energy Ec can be expressed using the parabolic-band electron effective
mass m*, as shown next.
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E c = E g + E1 +

( =k ) 2
2m *

(A-4)

Taking Eq. A-3 into Eq. A-4, one can rearrange the resulting expression and solve for the
matrix element P2. Under the parabolic band approximation, the expression for P2 is
P

P2 =

P

E g ( E g + E1 − E 2 )( E g + E1 )
3= 2 ⎛ m * ⎞
⎜1 −
⎟
2m * ⎝
m ⎠ ( E g + E1 ) 2 + 2 E g ( E g + E1 − E 2 ) − 2 3 Δ so Δ cf

(A-5)

P2 is now expressed in terms of m*, Eg, E1 , E2, Δso , and Δcf .
P

Under the non-parabolic band approximation, the conduction band energy Ec is

= 2 k 2 ⎛⎜ α np
−
E c = E g + E1 +
2m * ⎜⎝ E g

⎞⎛ = 2 k 2 ⎞
⎟⎜
⎟
⎟⎜ 2m * ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎠

2

(A-6)

where α np is referred to as the non-parabolicity coefficient. The E in Eq. A-1 is now given by

=2k 2
= 2k 2
m * ⎛⎜ α np
= E g + E1 +
(
1
−
)−
E = Ec −
⎜E
m
2m
2m *
⎝ g

⎞⎛ = 2 k 2 ⎞
⎟⎜
⎟
⎟⎜ 2m * ⎟
⎝
⎠
⎠

2

(A-7)

An expression for α np in terms of P2, m*, Eg, E1 , E2, Δso , and Δcf is desired. The approach
P

that is followed here will keep terms of order up to and including k4 in both sides of Eq. A-1.
This is appropriate because k4 appears in the term for the non-parabolicity coefficient α np .
The left side of Eq. A-1 is referred to as LS, and the right side is referred to as RS. The
expressions for LS and RS are given below.
LS = [(3E g

2

⎛ ( =k ) 2 ⎞
m* 2
⎟
) − α np ( E g + E1 )( E g + E1 − E 2 )]⎜⎜
+ 4 E g E1 + E 1 − E g E 2 − E1 E 2 )(1 −
* ⎟
m
⎝ 2m ⎠
2
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⎛ (=k ) 2 ⎞
4m * 2
m*
⎟
)(3E g + 2 E1 − E 2 )]⎜⎜
P (1 −
RS =
* ⎟
m
3= 2
⎝ 2m ⎠

2

Let LS = RS, and rearrange for α np .

α np

4m * 2
m*
m* 2
2
2
P
(
1
−
)[
3
E
+
2
E
−
E
)]
(
3
E
+
4
E
E
+
E
−
E
E
−
E
E
)(
1
−
)
g
1
2
g
g 1
g 2
1 2
2
1
m
3
=
m
=−
+
( E g + E1 )( E g + E1 − E 2 )
( E g + E1 )( E g + E1 − E 2 )

This expression has the parameter P2. The final step involves elimination of P2 from the
P

P

expression for α np . Substitution of Eq. A-5 into the above expression allows one to
determine α np from known material parameters.

α np

2
⎡
⎛
⎛
E1 ⎞⎟
E
E ⎞ EE
E1
E2
⎜
⎢
1+
+ 2⎜1 + 1 − 2 ⎟ − 1 2 2
6+4
−2
⎜
⎟
⎜
* 2⎢
Eg ⎠
E g E g ⎟⎠
Eg
Eg
Eg
⎛ m ⎞
⎝
⎝
⎟⎟ ⎢−
+
= ⎜⎜1 −
2
m⎠ ⎢ ⎛
⎞
⎞⎛
⎛
⎛
⎝
E1 ⎞⎟
E
E ⎞ 2 Δ so Δ cf
⎜1 + E1 ⎟⎜1 + E1 − E 2 ⎟
+ 2⎜1 + 1 − 2 ⎟ −
⎢ ⎜⎜1 +
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎜
E g ⎠⎝
E g E g ⎟⎠
E g ⎟⎠
E g E g ⎟⎠ 3 E g E g
⎝
⎢⎣ ⎝
⎝
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